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Pages 1 to 8
New Series No. 251
THE LEDGER & T
C12.CULATION APIRIL 1-2"k SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN
"kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, September 13, 1934 COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL-LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY MIRK
A,
I$100 a year in Cat away,
, Marshall, Graven lieu.
ry and Stewart Counties.
4 $1.50 a year elsewhere In
State of Kentucky.
' sack.. year to any address
other than above.,
Volume CH; No. 37
835 PUPILS RETURN TO SCHOOL
THIS WEEK; PROSPECTS GOOD





Murray wheels got under way
the first of this week with stake-
enrollments and bright geos-
pects for a year of effect/ve work.
The total enrollment at iii6 high
school and the training school
Tuesday night was 835. Additional
enrollments this week will bring
the total to almost 900.
Murray high school registered
525 Monday. This is a little under
the opening figure last year but
approximately 80 pupils who at-
tended the down-town high
school last year were diverted to
the training gchool this yeer when
the letter institutioh added the
10th. Ilth, and 12th trader., which
were discontinued about three
years ago. Discounting this "use-
liable loss. Murray high's enroll-
ment is above last year.
The training school's first-day
registration of 910 is expected to
be swelled considerably before the
end of the week.
The colored.school oper.ed Mon-
day also with a splendid enroll-
ment. Dr. 0. B. Irvan. secretary
of the city board of education,
and E. J. Beale addreseed She
colored students.
More than 100 patrons and
friends of the sellout-intended the
opening exercises at Murray high.
Following the devotional and a
short talk by the Rev. F. B. Mot-
ley, Superintendent Caplinger ex,
piained the free text book, plan
and the changes in the year's
work.
Mr. Caplinger called special at-
tention to the Murray high' library
which has been oonaideribly _ram_
panded and improved this year.
A new room, larger and more con,
veriient, has been established by
the library. More than $200 was
spent on iniiroved equipment this
year and the Murray high library
eise of the best in the South
Among schools of its size. Hun-
dreds of books have been' given
to the library through the activ-
ity of the Murray Woman's Club.
Carmen Granam is principal of
the training school as it returns
to the full four-year-high school
course. Clifton Thurman, who
holds his master's degree ln math-
ematics aid taught last year at
a Junior college in Texas. is head
of that department in the school.
The faculty is regarded as the
strongest in years,. with a special-
ist in each field.
BELOVED WOMAN
DIES AT PENNY
"Aunt Motile" Atlas Dies'Esilowing
an Extended Hiram: Three
Childreh Survive.
Funeral services for "Aunt Mol-
lie" Atlas, 81 years of age. will be
held Thursday afternedh at Brew-
ers. Burial will be in the-Perry
graveyard
Mrs. Atlas died at the home of
her son-in-law. J. L. Fulton, near
Penny, Wednesday following an
extended illness of complications.
Mrs. Atlas had been in bad health
for about 12 months. She was ad-
mired and loved by many and
leaves a host of friends Id join the
relatives in mourning her death.
Surviving is a daughter, Mrs.
Sallie Fulton, and two sons, John
Atlas and Will Atlas. of the coun-
ty. She Rise leaves grandchil-
dren and other relatives.
Berghoff to Play •
Friday -Nigl.ft
The Berghoff team, cluuepions of
the Paducah softball circlets. will
play a picked team of Murray stars
.hereteitrklateenight.
The game will be the second
halT of a double feetbie -as the
lbnes and Sunburst teams. will
play the third contest of their
Murray championship seiles.
The following men have been
selected for the exhibition against
Berghoff and are urgently request-
ed to be on the field, in uniform.
Friday at 8 P. M.:
Catchers, K. King. ileweese;
pitchers. Parker, Outland, Stubble-
field; first basemen, Williams,
Houston; second bapemen. Fair,
Wilmoutie third basemen, Trotter,
Russell: short stop. Weatherly; left
fielders, Yarbrough, J. Rowlett;
center fielder, McKenzie; right
fielders, Baird. T. Rowlett; short-
fielders, Jeffrey brothers.
911fUriiirte..:*
has been invited, also other state
cfficialk'AlFveterans are cordial-
ly invited. A speetal invitation
is extended veterans of other
Wars.
Chattanooga, Sept 12.—Presi-
dent Roosevelt ha* ordered the
allocation to TVA increased from
2.8 to 40 millions and. work on the
four dams in the Valley is ex-






Every day in every way, Tile
Ledger & TIMC3 is getting re-
sults for its advertisers, for
local advertisers, for national
advertisers and, even for clients
miles some-
thing good' to sell CanovvilS*
county people.
Above six weeks ago the
writer passed through Vienna,
III.. and stopped at Veaah's
service station. The owner,
being a former West Ken-
tuckian and having heard some
good things about this paper,
decided to invite our readers
who were enroute to _Chicago,
St. Loiiit and other points
througle Vienna" rtop at
his up-td-date station.
The advertisement was run
four times and this week we-





Inclosed please find check as
per statement September 1.
Thanks very much for copy of
paper as we like to read it
very much. You may continue
to run about same ad for us at
your discretion and oblige,
Veackes_Ft6l. Service
011041*••••••••••••••••••414414
Gas Price Advances 2
Cents Here Monday
The price of the "regular" grade
of gasoline Went to 20 cents per
gallon in all of Kentucky west of
the Cumberland river Monday
morning, following a price rise in
six, counties announced for that
day by nearly all companies with
off lees in Paducah.
The price was raised 4 cents per
gallon in Paducah and McCracken
county, and In Ballard and Liv-
ingston counties, where the fuel
has been selling for. 16 cents per
gallon. In Calloway and Marahitll




Rites at M. IL Church, 3:30 P. M.;
Death Came at Hospital of
Uremic Poisoning Tuesday.
Funeral services for M'-s. C B.
Bomar, 48 years of age, will be
held this afternoon at 3:30 front
the Murray Methodist church. The
Rev. 0 A.- Marra will be _ in
chef ge of the services and will be
/feasted by the Rev. E. B. Mot-
ley. Burial will be in the Mur-
ray cemetery.
Mrs. Bonier _died it the hospital
about midnight Tuesday following
a weeks illness. Death was at-
tributed to uremic poisoning. Mrs.
Bomar was well known and be-
loved by a host of friends. She,
with her husband, had made their The Federal Emergency Relief Administration, this
home with her parents, Mr. and Yenr.--win'Previde f-litsmill-tio-PaY for Part-time employment
TVA Gets Raise 
Mrs W. W. Baker, West Main of 88 other students, provided "the college will not reduce
. street, for several yeers the number of students which it would otherwise employ.
The Cry of Youth
AN APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE OF
WESTERN KENTUCKY
Below is given an extract from a letter which is
typical of numerous other letters which I have received,'
"Sometime ago, I made application for a place in school, that I
might work for my board. * • • While you were away on vacation, I
received a ietfer front your office stating that any aeknllrnthm had not
been accepted, as yet, but that 14 had not been rejected. "
'I took your letter to thy former principal and asked blur whet tit
Stcp•daughter Is
Held in Stabbing
Lola King was placed in jail
Monday, September 3, on a charge
Of malicious stabbing. The affray
Oecured at the home of her step-
father, Jim Walker, near Center
Ridge. She- is alleged to have
stabbed Walker following an
argument and after Walker had
struck her with a small, iron
shovel. She received two scalp
wounds and Walker was taken to
the Mason tipspital after being
stabbed with a fork. The fork
penetrated this lung -cavity of-
do next: it,looked like Murray did ,not wantrn, - - - ficers stated.
He said, 'Mary, it isn't a question of whether Murray wants you.
MRSYOU WANT MURRAY. Write a letter to Dr. Carr personally when he • FARMER 73gets back and then go to see him. He is the man you .want to talk to.'
I am going to tell you what I want. PLEASE, MAY I HAVE A PO- BURIED WEDNESDAY
"So, Dr. Carr, you hold the position of a wonderful Santa Class and
SITION SO THAT I MAY WORK FOR MY BOARD IN YOUR
SCHOOL"—Mary Smith.
God knows that I want to help, not only "Mary
Smith," but the 100 other young people who have appeal-
ed to me. They do not ask for charity, they plead for
work—work in order that they may have an opportunity
fora college education—perhaps their only opportunity.
These appeals concern me greatly, and for that reason, I
am appealing to the people of Western Kentucky.
ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER MAY BE EMPLOYED
From the beginning, it has been the policy of this
college to give part-time employment to as' friary students
as are necessary to care for the campus, buildings and
dining halls; also to asaist'in the library and laboratories
and to do such work as the students can do and at the
same time carry on their studies. This nember of students
is necessarily limited to the actual needs of the college,
and rightly so.
in Allocation Surviving besides her parents Strict regulations. are laid down as to how -these persons
are her husband, C B. Bomar, one are to be chosen..son. Will Baker Bomar. and six HOW APPOINTMENTS ARE MADE
•
Meet at Bardwell
W B. Kennedy of Gilbertsville.
district commander the American
Legion. and Dr. Chas. R. Bard.
Water Valley, Ky.. state vice-com-
mander, have notified all Posts of
the district that a "Get Together'
meeting" will be held at Bard-
well, Friday night, September 14.
Kepnedy and Bard state while at-
tending the state convention at
Ashland a few ,days ago, it was
unanimously agreed by all dele-
gates from the first district to
call the meeting soon after ad-
Aged Woman Succumbs to Illness
of Malaria and Complications:,
Nine Children Survive,
Funeral services for Mrs. Mattie
Farmer, 73 years of age, were held
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from the First Methodist
church_ The Revs.- E. B. Motley
add 0. A. Marrs were in 'charge of
the services Burial was, in the
Murray cemetery.
Mrs. Farmer died at her home on
South Tenth Street Tuesday fol-
lowing a weeks illness of malaria
and complications. She was well
known and beloved by 'many. She
was a member of the Murray
Methodist Church and had held
membership there for 33 years. She
_leaves a wide range of relatives
and connections including 19
grandchildren, nine children, a
sister -and two biothers.
Surviving are six sons: Charley
Farmer, Marvin Farmer, and Car-
'roll Farmer, of Murray, Loyaldaughters, Mrs. Mary Louis Duke.
Chicago. and Mrs. Nell Frizzell, The president of the college is responalble for all ap-- Farmer, county; Wesley
Big Sandy, Tenn., and four daugh- pointments. Rules are-laid down by-the Board of Regents
ters at home. Earline, Geneva. for-hie guidance and a ma,ximum budget allowance is pre-
Catherine and Charlotte. She is vided. He must follow the rules and not exceed the
also survived by one brother. Joe budget.
Baker, fl?' six sisters, Mrs. Cain- A fa-Cults-  committee aids the•greeideetby_giving due Inter McDonald, Sebriert, lila., litre consideration to the applications of all students and by
making recommendations to the president. This com-
mittee has held numeral's meetings and has performed its
duties faithfully. vive.
In making these appointMents, I have not only given
consideration to the needs of the college, but to the merits
of the individual students. I have also given consideration
to geographical distribution. It is too much to hope
that I have made no mistakes, but I am sure that I could
not have.performed this•difficult duty as well as I have
done, if it had not been for the loyal support of the.Board
of Regents and the assistance of the faculty committee.
THE APPEAL
A. P. Ford, Paducah, Mrs. G. G.
Walton. Live Oak, Fla., Miss 'Etna
Baker, Live Oak, Fla.. end Mrs.
C. N. Batsell, Redden Field, N.
J.. and Miss Louis Baker, at home.
S. K. Crawford
Burial Tuesday
Funeral services for S. K. Craw-
ford. 86 years ofeageeewere held
at 2 o'clock Tuesday afternoon
from the Gilbert-Doron Funeral
Home, The Rev, Clyde Robertson
was in charge of the services and
burial was in the Stewart grave-
journment of the state convention.. yard. near Dexter.
Mike Callis of Owensboro, the- life' Crawford died at the home
newly elected state commander, of his son. Riley Crawford, near
the . college, Monday. following an
extended illness of several years.
He was a Member of the Presby-
terian church and leaves many
friends throughout the county.
Business Upturn Seen.
Farmer,
Washington. D. C, anti .Raymond
Farmer, Bedford, Indiana. Three
daughters, Mrs. Ave Williams an
Mrs., Earl Hamrick, city; end Mrs.
Ethel Bearnate- Paducah. A sitter,
Mrs. Paralee Dowdy, county, and
two brothers. John Lewis and
.111ilburn Lewis, county, also sun.
The pallbearer, 'were: Carl Hen-
dricks. Jim Strider, W. Ii, Fin-
ney. W. C. Jetton, Luther Jack-
son and Irve Brewer. Honorary:
_C. C. Duke, C. B. Grogan. Marvin
Fulton, Eugene Tarry, Carlos El-
kins, Hall Hood, Dr. E. B. Hous-





Sunday School at -all the
rhitiries _at the regular hours
--Preaching at Hebron. II o'clock.
Preaching at Kirksey Sunday
night, 7:30.
W. M. Vaughan, Pastor.
College Expects 20%
Enrollment Increase
12th Year Opens Next Week
With Many Advantages Offered
Anticipating an. increased en-
ronment of 20 per cent, Murray
State College will commence its
twelfth "'fall semester with fresh-
man registration Saturday, Sep-
tember 15. Regular registration
will be held on Monday. Septem-
ber.- .12-
President
DR. JOHN W. CARE
School, the total number of stu-
dents will probably exceed 1000.
Dr. John W. Carr, president Of
the college when it was a "nor-
mal school" 11 years ago, is presi-
'dent and dean now of the full-
fledg_ed 4-year, teachers_ antIliberal
arts college, has arranged a sched-
ule of about 250 classes for the ac-
commodation of every type of stu-
dent that may enroll.
An improved and enlarged cam-
pus. -a new $30,000 stadium near-
ing completion, an augmented
faculty of highest qualifications, a
carefully planned social program,
championship football and debat-
ing teams—these are but a few of
the features that mark in advance
the forthcoming semester as one
of the most progressive ever ex-
perienced by Murray State. of-
ficials have declared.
Murray State college is g mem-
ber with highest standing of the
following associations: Kentucky
Aseociation- of- Colleges- end -Urn-
versifies, American Association of
Teachers Colleges, Southern As-
soication of Colleges ane Second-
ary Schools. It is also a member
Benefits of National Housmg Act
Are Now Available to Local Owners
Benefits of the National Housing
In Murray arid County to build, repair or ceompletely
modernize, are now available to
to college unlese I give you a job. It is impossible for me Act, which enables property ownersto give 700 persons jobs.when there are fewer than 200 
jobs available. A .cpllege 'education is something worth
the citizens of Callow's* county,striving for.s-one•of.Vie major prizes of a lifetime. Are
you going to glye.up the.,stniggle this year, or next year who can qualify under the act.
or during the next tea Yearsr-If Is-by overcoming diffi- Complete details of the plan are





For your encouragement, I wish to call attention to ign and which this newspaperthe fact that the price of farm products is advancing, ah iving its whole co-operation.there are other signs that the worst is over. Keep up






thewhat we can to help - you. nine questions and their answers
My second appeal is to the people of the various corn- which are incorporated in this ad-
munities to help these splendid young people. They are I vertisement, published by the
our own children and our neighbors' children. So far, Calloway cctuntY Lumbef Cu; the
.they have done well, and are desirous of continuing in Murray Lumber Co and R. H.
va ndevelde & Co. Careful read-well doing .by further development of their talents and ing of the announcement willcharacter_ -It is a critical period in their lives. -They 










The Republic needs just such citizens as these young peo- interested in improving his prop-
pie l proinise to be. erty through the advantageous
SOME THINGS WHICH ARE HELPFUL terms made possible by the govern-
ment's action.A committee is at work in this city, solicVtig work
for students. About-forty -students -are given employment -  
ntioa Churcheach year by the citizens of Murray.
Students may enroll as late as October 9 and receive Dedicated Sundaycredit for the fall semestee. This will give additional
time for students to make provision to enter college this
fall.
Correspondence courses are  ppen to all high sc.hool
graduates. Extension courses are available also. Students
rhay stay hi their own hoines aid -complete approximately
one fourth of the college work required for a degree.
A study is being made of work program in some
other colleges with a view to inaugurating a comprehen-
sive work program at Murray whereby a larger number
of students may obtain part-time employment while at-
tenditt college.
In conclusion, I wish to assure every student who has
appealed to me for a job, that while I regret that I cannot
give each of you one now, yet, Pam tremendously inter-
ested in your securing one in order-that you may obtain
a college education. With patience, persistende and faith.
I believe_that a way may yet be found whereby you may
obtain a college'education.
J. W. CARR, President.
Murray State Teachers College.
B. I.. J. Malin
With a bumper tobacco crop,
steady progress on the Aurora
dam project near here, and pros-
pects for an increased enrollment
in Murray State College. this city
and Calloway County expect to
enter the last quarter of the year
under conditions considerably im-
proved over. those of a year ago.
This statement was made by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
after a general survey 'of 'the agri-
cultural and business situation of
the locality.
J. T.. Cochrane. acting county
agent, reported-that the tobacco
crop is one of the best ever pro-
duced in the county. In his
opinion, the prices may not. be so
high as they have been this eeitton
seine of ins Southern states,
but he expects a goodeprice for
the weed of this section. probably
better than that which prevailed.
last year.
The cotton crop in Calloway, Mr.
Cochrane said, is likewise above
the average. Approximately 700
have applied kir exemption cer-
tificife-S  from the procession tax.
Although the county does not rank
high normally in corn production,
the county agent reported there
is an average yield anticipated this
year. The drouth did not serious-
ly impair the yield or' quality of
agricultural products In the coun-
ty this summer, and the frequent
showers have kept pastures in ex-
cellent condition.
Situated' near the proposed
Aurora Dam, a contemplated $45.-
000.000 power project of the TVA'
this area is listed as being with-
in the scope of the Tennessee Val-
ley development Consequently,
according to the Murray Chamber
..e.eleimeseeeeefteliseiteit
of Commerce survey, industrial_
development is likely to beconie
more pronounced _in, this -
in the near-future. Prof. Roger
Rhoades. TVA geologist, with his
assistant, has practically complet-
ed his survey of the area in which
the huge power dam may be con-
structed, and officials here are
expecting an early settlement of
the Waldo-TVA controversy con-
ce.rning the right to build the dam_
Anticipating a 20-per cent in-
crease in enrollment, Murray State
College will begin its twelfth year
with freshman rekistration on
September 15. The college is com-
pleting a new stadium, equipped
with lights and facilities for night
football., The college has been
notified' that it will be allotted
88 students with 'PENA working
positions- ----This number -li tk 'be
irr elicess of the regular working
staff of students. In compdting
the economic value of the college
to the community. the Murray
Chamber of Commerce declared
that the entire institution, includ-
ing the faculty, students, workers,
ete., expended annually- over $500,-
000.. This sum did nett include the
aropunt expended for flew build-
ings and other capital outlay.
The estimeted %faille of the phys-
ical plant is well over $1,500.000.
Banking conditions in Murray
have improved, the survey showed.
George Hareecashier of the Bank
of Murray, reported that the bank's
resources had increased from
3000.000 to $900.000 sinew-its re-
organization. Under the reorgan-
ization plan, the first payment to
the depositors- falls due._ he said,
on October 15, and the Bank of
Murray is in condition to meet the
payrrients at that time.
.tal.lettetylt,rattl*SKIMeir;t:. •
•
Dedication services tor the An-
tioch Church of Christ will be
held Sunday. 3eptember 16th. The
nevi church building,ise ample for
the congregetipn needs with a
30x48 auditorium and two 10x20
Sunday School rooms. The con-
gregatite is one of the largest and
most active in Graves county. The
church, located just North of
Brown's Grove. burned last spring.
The board of elders is coMposed-
of Edgar Mayfield, Malcolm 'Har-
rison. Carl Shockley. and Charley
Jprdan. The churchmen raised
funds for the construction of the
building during the past months.
The dedication program Sunday
will be an all day meeting with
dinner on the ground and serrvices
conducted by Elder L. H Pogue.
intelster of the church.
Of ,course, I have no .desire to become a "wonderful
Santa Claus" by simply giving meal tickets to 700 students,
but I am tFemendmaaly interested in helping them to find
employment which will nable them by their own efforts
to acquire a college edecatien. - la order that they may he
able to help themselves, I make this appeal to the people
of Western Kentucky.
Of course all parents should' recognize and assume
their own responsibility for the education of their children,
and should appeal for assistance only after making every
possible effort themselves.
My first appeal is to the young people, themselves,
who have appeared to me. You say that you cannot-come
-
The firms co-operating in this
move as well as this newspaper
will be glad to advise and explain
to any person who does not under-
stand the details of the new plan,
SIRENO BEAMAN
RITES WEDNESDAY
Aged Resident Dies FollowingTwo
Years Illness; Widest. Four
Children Survive.
Funeral services for Siren° Bea-
man, 65 years of age, were held
Wednesday afternoon at 1 o'clock
from the Sinking Spring church.
-The Rev. R. F. Gregory was In
charge of the services and burial
was in the church cemetery.
Mr. Beaman died at his home
Tuesday following an extended ill-
ness of two years from kidneY
trouble. Mr. Beaman was well
known In his eurrimtutiv/*Und was
a member of the Sinking Spring
church. He leaves a wide range of
connections and a host of rela-
tives.
Survving are his widow. Mrs.
011ie Beaman ,two daughigrs, Mrs.
Bunke- Williams, county. and Mt*
Decars--Caldwall, .eounly,--ortd-hirct
sons, Ewen and Brent Beaman,
Detroit. He also leaves three sis-
ters. Mrs. Susan Mary Cohoon,
Mrs. Minnie Parks, and Mrs. Celie
Barton, and _three brothers. Tom
Beaman. Paducah, Sitander Bee-
man, Beaumont, Texas. and:Alon-
zo Beaman.--
PREACHING AT ALMO
SUNDAY r.so P. lg._
Ernest B. Motley will preach in
the church in Almo next Sunday
afternoon at 230 o'clock. Every-
body invited to attend the ser-
vices.
---eiee"7"14 --
of the Southern intereoneetate'
Athletic Association. et --. •
Courses leading to the follow-
ink degrees are offered: B. S. with
certification. A. B. with certifica-
tion. B. S. in Home Economics,
B. Mus. Ed. with certifioation, B.
Mese without certification, B. S.
without certification, A. B. with-,
out certification.
The Calendar for the fall term
follows:
Sept. 15, Registration fcr Begin-
ning Freshmen.
Sept. 17. General Registration
of students.
Sept. 18, Class work Begins. •
Sept. 24. Last Registration Day
for Maximum Credit.
-Oct 9. Last lay to Register:- for
credit.
Nov. 28-30. Thanksgiving Recess.
December 21. Christmas holidays
begin at 5- P. M.
Jan. 2, 1935. Class Work Re-
sumed.
Jan, 25, Fall Semester Closes. .
Jan. 28, Spring Semester Begins.
President John W. Carr has an-
nounced. that over 700 young men
and women have applied for stu-
dent positions at -the-c4 1,411 .41Ik
enable them to pay a part of their
expenses. Every effort is being
put forth be the college officials
as well lts by the citizens of
Murray to provide as many of
these with positions as possible.
Expenses for attending Murray
College are very low, officials have
announced. Even if a student pays
all of the fees and has no job
to defray any part of the cost, the
total estimated -expense pe r
semester-es about -UN, -including
the item of board and room in the
dormitories. Board and room in
Wells Hall for women. and In the
men's dormitory .for men is $5 per
week A carefully prepared list
of available homes in the city will
be available to the students who
prefer to secure room and board
in private homes.
Tuition is free to Kentuckians.
Out-of-state students are required
to pay a tuition fee of $27 per
semester.
In urging protpectiye teacbeirs td
enroll in college this year. Pres-
ident Carr has pointed out the
fact that on September 1, 1935,
new requirements must be met
relative to the College Elementary
tertifteate, namely Mgt an apfIL
cant must have at least 64 semen-
ter hours of prescribed 3nd elec-
tive college work for the College
Elementary Certificate,
Of special_ interesteto the pros-
pective student at Murray is the
fact that Murray State College iS
in the heart of the area-- or The
proposed $45.000.000 Aurora" Dam.
Under the leadership of W. S.
Swann, regent of the college and
president of•the Murray Chamber
of Commerce, officials here are
actively working for the imnaed
late construction of this projee
by the Tennessee 'Valley Author-
ity. It is hoped that this project,
together with- the inevitable de-
velopment of the entire adjacent
territory, will provide employ-
ment as well as mateeial.., for
study for the thousands of stu-
dents who intend to enroll at
Murray College in the near future.
Six outstanding home games
'have been scheduled for the S. L
A A. Championship football team
of Murray State College. Last
year Murray was one of the six
untied and undefeated teams in
the United States. With the $30,-
000 stadium rapidly nearing com-
pletion, etudents will have an op-
portunity of seeing the Thorough-
breds race to victory on a new
field, brilliantly lighted for night.
garnetr -
The Training School has been
restored to its 4-year senior high
school status- with the corps of
teachers adttqua'W for the extra
duties involved.
Double champions. of _the
South last-- year, the-
haters are planning a big seem,
of which the international debate
with English orators is an early
feature.
Music opportunities are many
and varied—band. orchestra, quar-
tets, glee clubs. ehoirs, operate eic
Two degrees in music are offered
to those wishing to study in th2sk
field.
The Christian Association, de-
isating clubs. World's Affair. Home
Economics, Chemistry. Physics.
VivaCe. French, Classical, writers.
Physical Education. "Varsity We
Sock and Buskin—these ore but a
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HAZEL NEWS 1
Cunningham+ in Wreck
• and Mrs. Don Cunninaharn
is Who have been eigh-
th Via county. iiad a meow
wreck as they neared their
benne last Friday when the ma-
h_ehine they were di avins was
k by • Large- truck heeled
lOgs.
Mrs 'Cunningham sihrered a
fractured skull and various other
Injuries from which- she died
Monday night in a hosfittal at
Memphis_ Mr. Cuniungham's in-
juries are very serious and he is
non in a hospital in a semis







eristic of The New
Philco's.
the funeral of ,Mrs, Cunning-
!- ham was conducted in Memphis.
Tuescley. by the Rev. Matthevri
The remains were brought to Hazel
. with burial services
held at the Neer Providence ceme-
tery. Mrs. Cunningham was form-
erly laisMyrtle Diemen, daugh-
ter -at the late R. P. Duncan.
Deediam-Getkrie Wedding
A wedding of much interest, in
this community was solemnized
in Detroit last Wednesday when
Miss Polly Denham of this place
became the bride of Mr. Dewey
Guthrie of that city. Mrs. Guth-
rie is the daughter of J. W. Den-
ham, a graduate of Hazel High
School. a former music teacher
here and a well known yohng
woman In this section.
Mr. Guthrie is the son of W. A.
Guthrie of this county. He moved
to Detroit some years ago and
bias a responsible position with the
Dodge Motor Co.
They are well known in the
county and We---johl-tivith their




Neighbors and friends rut at
the home of Mrs. Bernard Scruggs,
one mile north of Hazel Tuesday
Wes:noon for a quilting. A most
euieYable period was spent by
those present A delicious re-
freshment was served of mints.
orangeade. and watermelons.
Theft pinion were.
- Crawford Emus. Brandon.
Mrs. Jim Lamb, Mir, Annie
Mrs. Carry Winchester.NW 0. T.
Weatherford Mrs. Carrie Denham.
Mrs. Rip Cooper. Mrs. Ralph Ed-
wards. Mrs. Dave White. Mrs Lois
Outland. Mrs Roxii Martin.. Mrs
L Roach. Mrs. Mary Wees. Mrs.
Beanie Lama Miss Minnie Chris-
man. Mrs. Bernard Scruggs, and
Mrs Oscar Morris.
The countr\ home can enjoy
:the same radio pleasure that is
available t• the home %shah is
electrically i red—thank s to
the advancement of the PHIL( ii
- leer -el radios:
PaLLCO BATTERY SETS
are equipped with tong life
batteries and give clear, dis-
tinct programs and operate ism-
..








day afternoon at 3.30 in the, audi-
torium of Hazel High school The
meeting was presided over by
the president. Mrs. R *R Hicks.
Sr
A round table discussion on
plans for taising funds ha: the
work of the P. T. A- was led by
Mrs. FL Miller. Contributions
to this discussion were given by
different members and a number
of helpful suggestions were made.'
A assinzuttee was appointed to de-
, vide upon- 11- piltft to be 'corned-
•out.
• Mrs. Lois Viaterfield and Mrs.
0 J. • Jennings of Murray were
preireet end. mane_ talks et:amen:t-
ine the Clothes Closet drive. A
committee was. appointed-1a .call
at :the home Thursday for contri-
butions. of discarded' garments.
This is a Federal project and the
clothes will be turnedin to head-
quarters at Murray for distribu-
tibn to those in the county who
are in need of clothes. Any con-
tributions writ- be 'appreciated:
, Mrs. 'Lucy Thompsoa i.i emit-
ting relatives in Carthage. Mo....--
Mrs. Bertha Taylor and chil-
dren hat_m returned_ to _their hnme











lje-a.utiful models in Satin and Cfe-pe
combinations. Sport Di csses Sheer
- Woolens, in Scotch Plaids.
Exclusive Showing of
"CLASSY JEAN" -
COATS ancl 'SWAGGER SUITS
in the latest model's
SMART FELT HATS
in exciting new colors . . . navy, brown,
.rust. black and wine.
Davis Dress Shope




their vacation --with her sisters,
Mrs. R. W Parks and Miss Con-
nie Lamb and other relatives in
Paris. .Tenn,
Mr. and .Mrs. E. 1.. Evans of
near Whitlock. were Sunday guests
of -friends near town.
James Rollye Blackshear has re-
turned tomhis horns in McKenzie
after visiting relatives here and at
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Moore at-
tended the singing in Parts Sun-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Taylor
of Flint. Mich. were here the past
week-as -guests of relatives and
visited in Lynn Grove and Paris.
Miss Inez Shrader spent the past
week in McKenzie, visiting in the
homes of _her brother, Hobson
Shrader. and Mrs. Bland Black-
shear. her sister.
Mrs. Lena Evans "-of Whtlock.
spent Wednesday with friends near
here.
Miss Connie Lamb sind- sister:
Mrs. R. W. Parks' visited in Paris
Sunday .and attended the singing,
Mrs T.- Glover and two daugh-
tee% of Paris. were here Tuesday
as guests of ,friends.
Miss Nona Taylor has returned
te her home in Flint. Mich., after
spending several days with Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Hooper near here.
W. L. Jobe of Flint, Mich., was
a recent guest-a( home treks just
South at Hazel.
Mr and Mrs. Edgar .,Morris of
Detroit. Mich.. returned to their
home after a few days visit with
Mrs. Morris sister, Mrs. Newma
Doherty and Mr. Doherty.
Mrs. 0. L. Peeler and children
of Nashville. Tenn., were here a,
few :days -last week gum's in the
home of Mr and Mrs. IL I. Neely.
Sr.
Mrs. R. E. Mayer and little
granddaughter. Marilyn. who have
been in Hazel for the past few
months visiting Mr. and Mrs. 0_
T. Mayer. returned to their home
in Logan. West Va.. last Monday.
Howard Pearson and sister-in-
law. Miss Maly Paul Spellings of
1,exingtoni. Tenn.. were. in, 13a:el
Sunday afternoon visiting in the
home of the Neelys.
Miss Jewell -.Hill, Mho: Martha
Anderson and - Claude Anderson
spent Sunday "in Fulton as guests
of_litr. and Mrahlehn Lana.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Cathcart and
daughter. Eula Mae. of Mayfield.
visited in the- home of Mr. and
Mrs. N. G. Hill. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs C. C. _Oliver. of
New Orleans- La., visited in the
Bowe, of Mr- and .14rh, H.- F. Rose
Mr. and Mrs D. 0 Chrisinan of
Eddyville and Mr. and Mrs. C.
Chrisman of '11..:ynch. Ky..• mere
hem-lest Monday visiting Mr. and
Mit. R. W. Claisman and other
relahives.
Mrs o a. Turribow and Mrs.
Leta Wilson spent last Friday at-
Browns Grove. guests of . Mrs...•0.
H. Wllson.
1
. Mrs. Maude Valentine and Mrs.,
.0tho White have been in Memphis
this week at the bedside of their
sister. Ws. Don Cunningham who
was fatally injured in an autism-
bile accident near-that.city Friday..
, Mr e Callie Remelt of tear Pot- I
tertowtro is in - - mazet -' Vile week
,yisiting her  sistgr _Airs. ..3. 3t
-Weatherford and Mr. Weatherfesrel
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Edwards
and Mrs. Carrie Denham and sons.
Lee Ray and . Bobby. spent Sun-
day with their aunt. Mrs. .Hoyt
Lynn and family of Murray. . .,
Faxon High School
The third week of school has
found us settling into a steady
gait of solid work. -Some of our
upper classmen are still attending




. and see hov% satisfactorily
ise can save you the price of .a
nest pair. Our resole., and all
repair work guaranteed to Inn
months of nest life into an shoe
regardless of the quality if Yee
bring it to es in time. Take an
inventory of your shoes today
and let us dress them up for





tobacco crops, but we hope that
this week will fini,sh these jobs, so
that our-classmates do not get too
tar behind.
Judas sliarnrick will give the
chapel talk Friday morning. Sep-
tember le, at 945. Patrons are
especially invited.
In the chapel period Friday,
September 7, Mr. Walston initiat-
ed a popularity contest to assist
the athletics department in the
side of candy. the commithion as
which will secure a basketball.
Each class elected its most popu-
lar girl, who receives a vote for
each penny's worth of candy • that
the class sells. The popular Ileum
ladies elected were: Anne Hen-
slee. seventh grade: Pauline Well*.
eighth grade; Clarice GreilMa.
ninth grade; Hilda Colson. tenth
grade; Edna Mae Roberts. eleventh
grade; Orpha Bretton, twelfth
grade.
The boys of Miss Swami's room
have - made a bulletin board kir
their' room. They used only scrap
material, but they have done 'a
neat, beautiful job. The boys of
thled and fourth grades are edit-
structing. under Miss Winches-
ter's direction, a sand table for
their room.
The elementary grades are Pran-- 
ning with their teachers. 14jog
Swann. Miss Winchester. and Mrs.
Story, are planning to go on_ a
picnic within. the next .few weeks.
They plan to go play over the
lovely sand formations -ii the
Cook gullies before the C. C. C.
forces reclaim this . area.
Dr. and Mrs. Outland came agaie
Thursday to give the second ty-
phoid innogulatIons. -
Lint Wednesday -Miss Folweill
Organized the library force. The
voluntary student assistants, two
for each period of the school day.
were: Orvel Walker. and Edha
Mae Taal Marelle. Smith and Rob-
bie Williams. Oveta Bogerd and
Raymond Morris, Clarice- THIan
ancl.Rubene Roberts, Rairitio - -Wly
and Hubert Donelson. Wayne Dyer
and Wilson Gantt, Orpria Britten
and . Wilma Carraivey,___.
Roberts, -and Lorene '141l.s.
Mr. Walston and eight of 'oar
Progressive tobacco farmers at-
companied the county group en
the trip Saturday. September 8. to
Cheatham and Robinson mint*
in Tennessee.—lifie farmers from
this commuziffi were Con Geurke
Clarence Dyer, Fred Collie. }iv-
man rutren. cttinnt Parker. -Cagy
Stamps, and Milburn _Stamps: Ty
report that they wil lenjoyed the
trip and _that they learned sonif-
thing about the curing ee
co and the ventilation of
A pie supper has been p
for Faxon.- community Sat
September 22. Many
ad Seedy bidding are anticipa
Everyone is extented a cor
invitation to come and participate
in this annual event. '
Mr. Billington has helped the
gals to start playing volley ball.
Althiligh they have formed. as
yet, 'no formal team. the girls
would like to challenge other
high school girls of Use county
for a series of volley bell games.
The softball teams me prac-
ticing daily. The lineup for first
team is at present Creel Walker,
pitcher; Lester Workman. catcher:
Oveta Bogarct fast base; Robert
Roes, second base; Wilson Gantt,
third base; Raymond Morris, short-
stop: Rex Falwell, short fielder;
Rudy Barnett. right fielder; Keys
Wells, center fielder; Joe Clark,
left fielder.
Faxon school went 'home disap-
pointedly through the rain Friday
afternoon, September 7. et 3:00,
since Hazel High School had not
arrived on schedule to play sat-
een. After the rain had ceated
and after 4:30. Hazel came, only
to find the janitors present. Faxon
was so disappointed at net getting
to play Hazel that. if a time Can
he arranged, they want to go to
Hazel for a game.
Kirksey Hi News I.
. First two weeks, of school .have
-passed rapidly.. The first week
was spent. some time in beautify-
ing the caMpus and cleaning the
building.
Everyone was very much shock-
ed when 'they heard that Mr. Billy
Tidwell: and Miss Nadine Cun-
ningham had fallen a victim to
Cupid.
Junior class officers a,:e:
Lloyd CAI nningham, president;
Clovis Bautzen. vice-president;
Christine Jones, secretary: Robbie
Hurt. treasurer.
The senior class met last Fri-
day morning at 8:00 A_ M. and
elected class officers. They were:
Buford Hurt, president; Macon
McCuiston. ,yice-presidents— Miss
Stella Ray. secretary-treasurer.
The seniors selected-their rings
Friday,:
The school is now organized into
literary societies. The officers of
the Utopia Society are: -
----Lillian_ Pierre. ,president Clovis
. vice-president; Dorothy
Neil Stark; Howard Reuel, ser-
geant -of -arms.
The other society hasn't found,
a name good enough yet but have
their officers elected. They are as
follows: - - • •
Buford Hurt, president; Stella,
Ray, vice-president; Rena Mae
Cain. secretary-treasurer.
















You'll be pleased with our selec-
tion of c.nshions and materials; and
doubly- .iileased with— The price
range.
We have 1-List-the dress you want
among our selection of tba—terials.
. Plain -and Fancy Crepes with
Taffeta Trims in Blacks, Browns.
_Greens and,Wibes. From
$3.95 to
Lovely, sheer Chiffon ALLEN-A
HOSIERY
REGULAR 98c VALUES FOR
69`
All new fall colors-,-8 1-2 to 10 1-2
sizes.
Shop With US-- ,
Murray Mercantile CO:
Now Robert T. Nichols
.t•
•••••••••,•lem•
There will be a gi! supper
given here Saturday night. Sep-
tember 15. Everyone invited.
New students enteritm from
other schools are: Dick Adam*.
Pit Rogers, Norvile Cole. Mary
Elizabeth Johnson. and Marine
Rogers.
Students are selling cannily Under
the direction of Miss Huie to se-
cure for the school team a basket-
ball.
School Enrollment
Mrs. Tucker has 40 in the first
three grades.
'Mrs. Darnell has 37 in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades.
Mi. Darnell has 27 in the seventh
and eighth grades.
There are 61 enrolled in high
school.
Kirksey's ball team was de-
feated by Faxon 15-13 in their
game but the Kirksey boys have
a reward of a last inning victory
over Concord 7-6. We axe plan-
ning on another victory with Pleas-
ant Valley next Friday.
_ _Farm wort is keeping the fol-
lowing students' out of school: Pat
Harrell, Ned Washer, James
Pierce, James Elliott, ileVe• Dixon.
Charles Ray and Lloyd Cunning-
ham. Everyone is wishing them
a speedy return.
The folloW-ing news reporters
have been selected from the school:
Robbie Bert, Buren Johnson, Rob-
bie Jones. Rena Pearl Farless.
Lynn Grove Hi
. Sandpiles have been, installed
for the little children and the
softball diamond for the girls
completed. Four girls' teams
have been orgenised The girls
hope to get games with girls from
other 'schools, -
Six boys' teams have been or-
ganized and are ready for inter-
f
f
scholastic play The high school
boys' team goes to Hazel Friday
to meet the Hazel ten.
Members of the Home Economics
class completed their first project
of the term, that of making their
laboratory uniforms. They plan
to start another sewing Project
irnmetUately.
Members of the senior class
mot last week and dilated the fol-
lowing class officers; Fred Tlaaleah
president; Bobby Singleton, vice-
president; Charlotte Jordan. secre-
tary-treasurer; Robby Retie Myers.
class reporter. The class, composed
of 18 members, selected their class
rings alsd-.
Mrs. Doherty, of the home eco-
nomics department. spent Sunday
at her home in Bowling Green.
Several farmers of tills com-
munity were in the group of
county farmers., who made the
trip to Cheathilien- county to study
methods" hif ageing tobacco last
Saturday.
Annie Mary Rudd and Theora
Blalock visited school
afternoon.
Work' has begun on a free pro-





The First Presbyterian church
of Murray will have services in
the Court House on Sunday, Sep-
tember- t6.
Sunday School will be held there
at 9:45 A. M.
There will be a preaching service
at 11 A. M. conducted by the
minister.
Rally Day will be olperved on
the third Sunday in October at the
Sunday School hour. The beau-
tiful program, prepared for the
occasion, by the Board ef Chris-
tian Education, will be used.
All our, people and friends are
earnestly invited to be present at
the services next Sunday.
J. C. Barr, Pastor
Important Arrivals in 'the Cleverest
New Styles
CHIC FALL HATS
A' BRILLIANT GROUP OF ALLURING
"TOPPERS" AT
$1.95, $2.95 to $5.00
The Sailors, the Tricornes and the Berets are the
most important of the new shapes. Stop in and
treat yourself to a style show star.




Since our beginning it has been our pleasure to serve a greet majority of the
'faculty and the car-using students of Murray State College and to co-operate in
▪ --4t-he fullest and greatest development of the institution of which we are so proud.
We welcome you back to Murray and we welcome you back to see us again.
We look forward to the pleasure of serving you with SUPER-SERVICE.
a
Carefree Fall Driving'
Why spoil driving pleasure, conifort and—above
all,--SAFETx by driving with worn-out, dangerous
tires when you can put on new FIRESTONES at
such moderate cost?
There is more than 50 per cent MORE non-skid
mileage in the new 1934 FIRESTONE TIRES—
deeper non-skid, greater thickness, flatter and wid-




4.40x21   $4.45
4.50x21    --4.90-
4.75x19   5.20
30x3 1-2   3.65
Other Sizes Proportionately Low
TIRES • BATTERIES • BRAKE LINING
ashing Polishing Duco-ing
Super - Service Station
OF
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.


























































Mrs. Oakley Harmon is Improv-
ing :from an attack of malarial
fever.
Mrs. Dennis Boyd. Mrs. L. Ellis'
and daughter, Miss Leila, and
Miss Eula Mae Gupton were in
Mayfield Friday. Miss Leila re-
mained over night with her broth-
er. Holmes Ellis and Mrs. Ellis.
'Bro. Eugene Erwin filled the
pulpit here Sunday mornlni. The
gist of the sermon was -Submis-
sion to God's Will, Who is able
to Keep us to the End."
Supt. J. 0. Wrather' made note
Sunday and announced at the
eke, of Sunday School that 27
persons -arrved late. Why not




you don't have a loss.
_
But when the loss
does come, then you
want the best.
That's the only kind
we handle.
Not everybody plac-
es his insurance with us
—but no one who has







First Floor Gatlin Building
PHONE 331
"It does make a difference
who writes your insurance"
1100C31EIIMOIDIIEREMO
•
of us try to be at the services on
time, which makes more interest
In church work!
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Adams
of Alma.' Mr. and Mrs. Heirnes
Ellis of Mayfield, who were visit-
ing home folks, were at the Sun-
day morning church services here.
Mrs. Lou Jackson visited her
daughter. Mrs. Leo Caraway and
family Sunday. The latter's baby-
recently happened to the 'misfor-
tune of seriously burning its feet
when it stepped on some hot em-
bers.
Marlon Dunn, accompenied by
his sisters, Miss One Dunn and
Mrs. Fannie Guthrie, his son,
Lester and piece Mrs. Emma Dunn
Stone, visited their brother and
uncle. the Rev. Will Dunn at the
Mason Hospital Selarday. Hies
Dunn. because of ill 'health. at his
request, was superanuated at the
last annual Memphis conference.
His conditions made it- neeeisary
to remove him In an ambulance
from his horn. near Kevil, Ky.,
-hoepitei- iest—Thersday,
piths -
nicely from an aPpendix
operation at the Clinic-Hospital:"
Mrs. Ed Morton was able to re-
turn home from the Clinic last
week. . •
Elder Heabins is conducting a
tent meeting near Ed Rickman's.
• The Ladies Missionary ,,Society
met at the church Wednesday
afternoon, where minions and
temperance were discussed. Mrs.
Harlie Ellis .was leader.
Grandmother Scarbrough is visit-
ing with her son, Jim, and Mrs.
8carbrough. near Lynn Grove.
Jesse Brandon and Charles James
entered Draughan's Business Col-
lege at Paducah Monday.
Frank and Holmes Ellis, who
with several others from the
county, were included among the
number of Calloway farmers that
motored to Cheatham county last
Saturday on a tobacco inspection
tour. They were well pleased
with the trip.
Talmage Jones entered the Train-
ing School at Murray State Tues-
day.
Mrs. Alice Ellis returned home
Sunday with her son, Justus El-
lis and family of Cunningham,
Ky.
The Missionary Zone meeting.
I with Mrs. 0. J. Jennings of Mur-
I ray. and Mrs. Nina McLarin of
' Paris, our leader% was a• grand
success Tuesday, regardless of the
rain. Will go into detail next
week of the meet.
_ Mrs. Minnie Webb. was stricken
with paralysis last Saturday and
at this time is unimproved.






*Saturday's Price  79c
WHITE BED SPREADS—size 81x90, regular $2.50
and $3.00 values (slightly soiled)—
For Saturday  $1.29
NEW FALL TWEEDS—Best patterns, regular 69c
goods—
Saturday Only, the yard  47c
A REAL 4-YARD BROWN DOMESTIC—for SAT-
URDAY ONLY-
20 Yards for  $1.75
small sizes, our $1.00
s-'
HOUSE DRESSES, all short sleeves, our regular
$1.00 sellers—
Saturday Only, 2 for lox)
LADIES' WOOL SKIRTS, in black, blue, plaids and
brown. All carried stock. These the very thing
to make over—
For Saturday Only, Each . . . ..... 57c
LADIES' W-(30L SKIRTS-irr black, gfe-elT,Thlue—
A_ much better material. These carried stock—
For Saturday, each  9c
LADIES' COAT SUITS—The thing to re-make.
All made of high grade material. These carried
stock—
For Saturday  $2.19
LADIES' COAT SUITS Same as the above, only
of much better material—
Price   $3.19
Make yourself at home in our store
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Almo High School
The Almo boys' softbell team
met Pleasant Valley last Friday
afternoon and 'defeated them by
the score of 17-2. The boys are
showing much Interest and prepa-
ration is being made for the game
Priday afternoon here with Faxon.
The county health dostor was
CILAISSI fl IEID
AINIE11111111SIINQ
FOR SALE—gooa oak lumber,
"cut to order". See us for
prices. Orders filled promptly.
J. R. Scott & Sons, Murray. Ky.,
Route 1. tt
PAINTING, Decorating and Paper-
hitirging. Contract. hour or des"
J. Karr. 906 West Main. - tf
BOARDERS WANTED— two nice
- men. good nice rooms. Mrs. J.
C. Hill, 313 Smith Sixth St. ltp
FOR SALE—large size sorghum
mill in best of condition. Hanzy
Paschall, Hazel, Route One. Sl3p
FOR RENT-3-room, apartment,
furnished or unfuridShed. close to
Square. Mrs. ft. D. Thornton. Itc
FOR RENT—half of duplex apart-
ment, 5 rooms; furnace heat,
hardwood floors, built-in fea-
tures. etc.; near college on North
leth St. Mrs. Ethel Ward. lie
FOR RENT—furnished room, priv-
ate entrance; across street from
sollege campus; gentlemen pre-
ferred. Phone 404. ltc
FOR RENT-3-room furnished
apartment on first floos, or two
furnished rooms upstairs. 1107
Olive St Burgess Parker, Sr: lip
FARM FOR SALE—close to town;
monthly payments. A bargain.
W. P Dulaney. Itc
SEWING MACHINES—Any make
adjusted in your home foe $1.00;
five years factory experience.
Have one Singer, like new, for
$18.00. Electric Irons repaired,
50c. All work guaranteed. E.
L. Robinson, 500 North 4th St..
Murray, Ky. ltp
FOR SALE-30 acres 3 miles
North of Murray onvhighway.
Well improved 9 room house,
good well, stock barn, tobacco
barn. On power line, 4 miles
from Murray State College. Cldiè
to church and grade school. Also
JO acres fertile land in Clarks
"River bottom. 10 acres in tim-
ber. Will sell together or „sepa-
rate. W. S. OverbeY. adminatrs-
tor, Murray, Calloway Co. 'ltp
BROOMS—we Make your brooms
on shares or 15 cents per broom.
Square Deal Broom Shop, East
Main St. at Railroad Crossing. ltp
FOR SALE or RENT-5-room
house, with or Without land, near
college. See Dr. F. E , Craw-
dird. ' lie
BARNETT PEARS READY—See
R. A. Starks or telephone Mrs.
Nann.le 'vie. 293. lip
FOR SALE-6 - tube Maiectic
Cabinet Model Radio. In good
condition. Bargain. See S. B.
Cathey. 4295 South '8th St. ltp
FOR RENT—large, rich farm, good
improvements; want 12 to 15
acses tobacco, 50 to 75 acres corn.
Applicant must be able to furn-
ish team, tools, feed, labor etc.
for above crop. W. H. Finney. ltp
WANTED—to buy lin horse power




per cent ofWtedheneschooyl toodkathe tgYes JONES TWO UP IN
here last
phoid vaccine. Several students
pox vaccination when the last tY-
 SOFTBALL SERIESare planning to take the small-
'phoid shot is given.
The girls softball team will meet
the Hardin girls Wednesday after-
noon at Hardin. Due to more
practice than last year a better
showing is expected. The girls
are working daily at the noon and
recess hours under the direction
of Miss Borach. •
The senior class met and select-
ed their rings last Wednesday.
Five ring salesmen were present
making the selection much more
difficult. The claim bought from
Mr. Robert Reed, saelsman for the
Harcourt company at Louisville.
The sales tax paid will thus go
back for the benefit of the schools
In this state.
Misses Kathleen Imes, Zen&
Belle Schroeder, Mrs. 0. B. Irvan,
It JarnesoReeve-s.411Se visitors
of the school this week and last
We extend a welcome to former
graduates and others- and will be.
glad to have them come back at'
any time.
Kelley Honor Roll
The students who have made all
A's and B's and have not mssed e
day for the first six weeks of
school are:
First Grade: Rob Roy Erwin,
Holmes Dunn, and Janette Orr.
Second Grade: Rema Farris and
Annette Webb.
Third Oracle: Charles Cole.
Fourth Grade: Nitaree Spann,
Eupal Erwin, Joe Thomas Erwin
and Talmage Puckett.
Fifth Grade: Nell Carraway,
Pearl Cathcart, Lockies Farris. Ila
Gray Nesbitt, Eva Wilkereon, Hal-
ton .Wilkerson. Charles B. Stark.
and Paul A. Lassiter.
Seventh Grade: Mary Frank Er-
win, Inez Cethcart, Jessie Alma
Copiers Brenda Cooper and Edith
Orr.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
I.











Put This Better Gas
in Your Tank Today
4itir
If you haven't been satisfied with the mileage
you've been getting on your gas come in and try a
tankful of SUPER-CHARGED SUPER-SHELL. It's
the new, extra-mileage gas—destined to win your
enthusiastic approval upon trial. Helps in making
your motor perform better, too.
Try it and notq the motor performance—NEVER.
KNOCK QUALITIES and
ABSOLUTELY ONE MILE MORE
PER GALLON
CHARLIE HALE
DISTRIBUTOR SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
Sunburst Must WIn'-Three Steals-kit
'ro Win Title; Murray Terms
Mayfield.
When the remainder of the series
fur the city softball championship
will be played is entirely in the
hands of Jupiter Pluvius. The
third game Was scheduled for to-
night and may yet be playpd 41
the ground dries up enough but this
lnurning it appeared extremely
doubtful. It will go on as soon
as the ground is ready end fans
should watch the sidewalks for an-
nouncements of the game:
Jones Drug is leacung In the
series two to nothing and the Sun-
burst Milkmen have their backs
to the wall with the teak of win..
n ing three straights on their
hands. .
Jones has won both games in
handy style as the Pill Rollers
have hit hard and supported their
twirler Purdom Ou1dand in excel-
lent fashion. The - first game.
Tuesday of last week, resolted in
an easy 11 to 2 victory for the
druggists and Thursday night's
contest was even more one-sided
as the last half winner pounded
Waldrop and Clark for an 18 to 5
win.
One of the best games of the
seasouoitas put on Tpursday night
when the Murray „skill-Stars de-
feated a picked team from May-
field. 5 to A, in extra innings,
behind the genesshurling of Hat-
ford Parker.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday: A graded Sunday school
for all ages will meet at 9:30 A.
M.. with Supt. H. M. McElrath in
charge of the services.
Morning Worship at 11 A. M.,
preaching by the pastor.
The Training Uniops meet at
6;30 P. M.. with Supt. R. W.
Churchill in charge of the ser-
vices. '
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. 'M..
preaching by the pastor.
"I'Mallay: The Woman's Mitsions
ary Society meets at 2:30 P. M..
Mee. W. T. Sledd, president.
Wednesday: The Mid-week
Prayer meeting opens promptly at
7:30 P M., followed by the Week-
ly Teachers Meeting. -
A cordial invitation is extended





Miss Vivian Venable is receiv-
ing many compliments on a fire
screen that 40 on display in Diu-
gold's 'show window The screen
belongs to Mrs. Lennis Ward but
Is an original painting done by
Miss Venable.
Miss Venable is a very talented
young artist, and has done many
beautiful pieces of work, both in
painting and carving, and was an
outstanding student in art through-
out her first year in college. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
0. T Venable. and will be a
sophomore at M. S. T. C. this
semester.
THREE COLUMNS OUT
Three columns of letters from
the county crowded out this
week, as well as some social i-
tems mailed in too late to get in
type. will appear next week.
Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
It- Times but nearly
Skinner. Pastor everybody reads it!
Livestockl
-
EAST ''ST LOUIS. Dis ePt. 1.
—Hogs: rec7eiets, 7.000; mai t.
around 10c higher than Tuesdu
average: pigs and light
steady to strong; bulk 180 lbs..
$6.85t5690; top $6.90; most 150 ts "
160 lbs. $5.75(t6.00; 130 to 14(f1L-
$5.2505.50; 100 to 120 the. $4.25,
500; most sows $5.6506.00.
Cattle: receipts, 3.200; calves 1.-
800; market strong on Neer;
mixed yearlings and heifeng Other
classes unchanged; top 964 lb.
yearling steers $9.25 ,and 1,164 lb.
steers $9.00; other sales down-
ward to $6.50: mixed yeaidiaga
and heifers largely 94.2.549715:
-some held higher. beef cows $2A1C1
t13.40: cutters and low cutters
41.25i-12.40; top sausage bui!s OA;
top vealers $6.75; nominal range.
slaughter steers $9.50e9.75: slaugh-
ter heifers 13.25417.75
N. Y. PRODUCT
NEW YORK, 'Sept. l2—Live,
poultry market" steady, Sp weak.:
Chickens, freight and express tut-.
quoted; broilers, freight 14ii•22; ex-
press 165/23c; fowls, freight 130e
21c; express 14es21; roosterss
freight and express 12c;, turkeys:
freight 17ii23c; express - unquoted-s








"Let's Get Together and
Repair-BW
Any property owner, individual, pa-rifler-
ship or corporation, with a regular income frolD
salary, commissions, business or other assured
source.
2—To Whom Dot Apply?
To your bank.
3—Do I Borrow Money from the Gov-
ernment?
No,
4-4Iow. Much-Mar-I Apply For?-
From $100 to $2,000, depending on your in-
come, for improvements on any one property.
5—How Long May Notes Run?
For any number a months from one to
three years.
6—What Security is Required?
Only that you have an adequate reguldi• in-
New Plan Removes Money
Burden „from Building
AT AN EXTREMELY REASONABLE
RATE OF INTEREST
No "Extras" for Fees, Abstracts,
Handling Charges or Insuranee
Property owners, far and wide, will be quick to 'welcome the news that the re-
cent Better Housing Act of the U. S. Government makes it possible for those who
qualify to borrow sums of money, from $100 to $2,000, to put their property in re-
pair or to completely modernize. The Act is hailed as one of the greatest, if not the
greatest, relief factors in the present Government's program. It not only permits you
to have the work done that you have probably been planning for years but it also ac-
complishes other purposes: starts the wheels of the building industry, to turning,
puts men to work and improves the appearance of the city in which you live.
No more need you wish that your home could be remodeled in the present-day
manner; or that the old plumbing in your home were out in the trash pile; or that you
had a heating system in the winter that will amply fit your needs, or that your home
inside and out was newly decorated. Your dream can come true NOW if you can
qualify for the loan. The firms and individuals listed on this page urge you to study
the requirements necessary to borrow money. -If you come within the qualifications,





Questions and Answers Regarding the Federal Housin
1—Who May Apply for Loans? come and a good credit record in ynt.r
nity.
7—What Assurance Ned I Give?
-That you own the. itr9p6rty. That the an-
income of the 19 .ers of the note „is at
Iiiask five times the' annual payments on the
"-'at your-sm/note. ortgage, if any, is in good
standing,lild 9i/itt there are no past due taxes,
interest or liels s_ubjecting property to penalty
or sale, against your property. That you will
use the proceeds solely for property improve-
ment.
8—How 'Much "Down Payment" is
- !tequila? -
None.
9—What is theCost of This Credit?
The financial institution may'not collect as
interest and or dikount and or fee of any
kind, a total charge in excess of an amount
e9uivalent to $5.00 per $100.00 Of the original
face Etmount of a one-year monthly installment
note, deductible in advance.
CONSULT THESE DEALERS NOW
MURIZAN LUMBER COMPANY 'CALLOWAY CO. LUMBER CO.
Incorporated 
Incorporated
PHONE 262 EAST MAPLE STREET I PHONE 72 EAST WALNUT STREET
R. H. VANDEVELDE & COMPANY
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- wieweemelmamwe. 
the applications out. You will
receive a letter of explanation.
This committee has worked hard
and long on this and we feel they
have about gotten everything in.
fine order. They should be com-




Miter moo ground cie intelligence and Saturday ltellfrdettePost mots more
good judgment, diem,' ise me prob. Of one issue -than the MUTc an-
lems of the day in the manner nual advertising revenue of The
which he 'learned In college circles Ledger es nines even In 1929
411 stands higher in the opinions ofhis fellows. But character andpersonality without learning to do
constitute a college education, nor
does a pedantic belief teet "book
knowledge" is sufficient. Ath-
letics, class room mental vigor and
campus activities all contribute
Subscription Rates:-In Finn Congresaional Dlatriet and Henry sae toward the finished product of aStewart Counties. Tenn., $t 00 a year: Kentucky, .1„1.Sei; elsewhere, Vest ge geaduate A college manAdserusing Rates and interviewee about Caltolioy county market 
colle
tarnished upon apptication. has, levied 'to 'think. to concen-
- trate upon a question and delve
"The Cry of Youth" ray College. Surely. Mnrrey,ought, Into myriads of conglomerate facts
• . like Abou Ben Adbem, lead the and extract those applicable to
' names of ali the rest when the roll the subject.lender this.. appeoprihte heading.
is called of those who have servedDr. John W. Carr_ president Of
best in opening the gates of op-Murray State Collage, publishes
in this paper this week as well as P°rtuni
tv to eager youth. which
is crying for a chance to help
La every.. Pellffailinec_. Ykitten.







Kentucky. "an appeal to the.people
of Western Kentucky' which
should bring -a deep throb to
every heart in the Purchase that
is friterestkl. in the leash in the
most im"portant task of our lives.
-the proper training and educa-
tion of our young men and young
women
Not only is this letter being
broadcast through the pre_is but a
copY of it is bet maited to every
salmi executive, each minister of
se-eflags_
women s clubs and civic -clubs in
' the districts -and to the boards of
e cation.otwach city and -county
in -Western Kentucky '
•
And when the people of Western
Kentucky respond to this clarion,
impassioned appeal- they come-not
to the aid of -Dr. Carr, of 'ti t col-
lege, of the cotnrnunity;of Murray
or even the boys and girls-but to




-College •emestees- tom- 4ftiisse he
California andlrem Florida to the
frozen fastnesses of Northern-Cana-
da will blossom forth in the early
Wirely this eloquent and touch- autumn with, a brilliant crap of
ing appeal will not fall or ears green. perhace the only example
that will rfot hear or hearts that of nature's handiwork which does
will not feel. There can be don a coat of green .at the time
nothing sadder than "'deserving 'of the first' frost. Thousands of
boy or girl denied, through cir- boys and girls as well, Products
munstances beyond his or her con- of last June's high school and
tree the glerious opportunity- to edeparitory s etr-O-6-] graduating
obtain a college education_ It is classes, will enter upon !he most
an opportunity that is fleeting. a important period of their educe-
current that must be taken when ARA Their motives fee entering
it serves or we will 'lire our college :are many and varied, and
'‘ ventures, range from the desire to "make"
the football team to spend four
years in what seems 3 prison
where learning is forced upon un-
willing neophytes in allopathic
Tooth is with these young people
but for a little while It must
not- be that they shall have to
Stand . by the roadside and Watch,
with agonized eyes, opportunity 'doses. It is only fair that the
go by and they cannot gra* It. !freshman should know what he
eehere is an- old saying that ' is going to ,receive in college and
"where there's a will, there's a to what extent he will be benefit-
wale We trust that those Who ted-.
&resin position to aid some worthy His association is a .more or
berf or - girl will lend a helping
hand- In the hour of need. If
scene boy or girl has abandoned
hope that he or she will - eenew
their courage -&g a ii5le deeper meet men who tte ough
and tabor a little harder to real- lone devotion think their' lines of
ire their drehm,. = . Work outshine all others. -Thus a
▪ s community needs,teese b.oys
and- girls just as they need Idur-'
THE PUBLIC VOICE,
Contributions to tills Coltman Urea
Topics Of Interest Are Alerligs
Wei.cme They Do Not Neces-





To Readers- of Ledger & Times:
I am taking this means of gath-
ering- some -information which is
of very great interest to me. and
I feel that the readers et': this
value-15/e- paper -exit fttrnish the
chef desired. ,
should like -to know the narnea
of the teachers of Stone School
from the beginning' of its history
and any other - historical data
concerning the establishment Of
this school. I feel that it is im-
probable than any one individual
possesses knowledge of all this
intormation, stieuld like to
_She name of the te.aelser.
the date of his years-of service in
the school, and his present ad:
dress if he a living. I also would
like to have the name and ad-
dress of individuals who former-
ly attended Stone School and have
gone out into the World and
achieved distinction in any par-
ticular line of endeavor. -
I will appreciate a letter from
any one having any -of the above
information which we feel will
contribute to a prOgram In/Which
a great many people in. calloway
County_ will be interested.
Yours truly:less intimate friendship with b 
members of the collego- faculty
and should beget in hlm a proper
nu:a& for intellectual prowess.
Capacity for judgment if - fortned
in . discerning the more important
--H: Canon.
° Registrar Western State
Teachers College
A watch 'nett- -6r-riven to it;
Jessamine county Negro 4-H club
boy .who haseteie best record in
the care and feeding of pigs
Skids cause 5>2 tieze-a as many
acci4ents as biennial (insurance
recordsshow):How'itheCRIPon























8,400 stop tests show
smooth tires slide 77% far-
ther--and other new tires
slide 14% to 19% farther-
--than New All-Weathers.
Goodyear' i grip best, stop
quickest, because of their
CENTER TRACTION. Now
further improved and made
43% longer-lasting in the
new "G-3." Also-against
the slight hazard of blowouts
-you get the protection of
VERY ply.-Whyflirt With-
Fate-when You can have
"The Goodyear Margin of
Safety" at no extra cost?
Put on New G-3's and get-at
no extra cost-”The Goodyear
Margin of Safety''-for 1391
More Miles! Flatter Thicket
Wider All-Weather Tread!
Tougher Rubber and more of it!
Supertwist Cord in EVERY Ply!
BEALE MOTOR CbMPANY
• incorporated
TELEPHONE 170 MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ROAD SERVICE
see •oe-essleseeesele.•,"..
- , • • 1,















Probably not the smartest thing
he has done but ranking high
among his astute public acts it
President Roosevelt's decision not
to o. k. a tee) hundred million
dollar loan to Russia.
Harry Lee Waterfield has made
a notable and laudable improve-
ment of the :Hickman County
Gazette, Clinton, vseich h recent-
ly bought Mr. Watered has
Just installed a new Linotype
machine with the most: modern
type faces which give his paper
an appearance of the highest tet-
._cellence but the greatest improve-rentn is. in _tlik sliniratairtaat.
ter of content A town several
times the size of Clinton • mid*
justly be proud of the wiper -litte
Waterfield is publishing. And.
since he is a native of Calloway , Kentucky is not the only slate
county and a graduate of Murray, with the long ballot count.
State eulltige, we take a special Louisiana roes in for me Lone
pride in his accomplishments,
• • • • 
count of votes in a big way.
And toe many tolida turn out to
e just otilgr cases of "trial and
rore
• . . 10
It is odd to me that former
'resident - 11ouvet's public ern-Il-
i:lona of the administration in
the Saturday Evening Post
doesn't strike himself with the
ridiculousness of his pnsition. I
can't imagine how any man, who
has made a mess of his job, and
has been relieved of it as a fail-
ure by his employers, can sit
back and criticiee his successor
who is at least trying to get some-
thing done and meeting some, if
not ,a full ineasure of success.
Murray should be proud' of her
municipal airport, at least in
comparison with Paducah. Our
field is smooth and mowed while
Paducah's simply appears to be
and is nothing but a weedy field
with markers in the corners. If
we keep our field in good shape,
as we have thusfar, there is no
doubt but that fliers will seek it
out when they are obliged to land
in this section. We candi-
dates for Western Kentucky air-
plane etops.
Battle reports on the Walmsley-
Long front suggest that New. Or-
ledns ought to be in Eimope in-
stead of Louisiana..
SOO have applied fr Ifl fligriwaY
patrol jabs. It's never any trouble -
to -get anybody to interest th
selves in other people's business.
At least the bi-partisan combine
practices the state motto. "United
We Stand, Divided We Fall."
Most liquor advertisements pic-
ture a Kentucky Colonel with
fabled goatee. "ham beater' coat,
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
With the clew of otir work Sat-
urday, we had taken 714 Cotton
Tax Exemption Applications which
represented_ 3000 acres, according
to the applications.
We hope to have the warrants
slouch hat and all the other at- here for distribution early part of
tributed trimmings. Perhaps the next month, according to Glynn I
distillers' advertising men done, Williarnison," cotton assistant.
know that a great portion of
liquor drinking nowadays, sadly
enough, is by women.
• • e. .
Why is a ramble seat like ,,
battlefield' Because both parties
are in arms.
At least, an aluminum strike
elated not be called a weighty ef-
fete
• 0 • a •
Packard automobiles are hiss-
er but that will not he a very
Serious blew to the motoring son-
bitions. ot anybody in Callow,'
county.
-4--s • • •
-Vallee charges breach of pro
suit against .,him is crank lit
non. Ho. hum, Maybe the
right at that
•
When some perplested. person in-'
quires "Where are we going?" the,.
said thing is that no one knows. _
want whatthey wanted-after-they
Ket it.
reminds us that many people don't
Cubs trying to sell Chuck Klein
• • • •-• •
A_ tcihoece_ seeharere kot's
ed in New York but the tobacco
exchange we are interested in is
! the exchange of about 20 cents a
pound from the buyer to the Callo-
way county grower. e
"Another thing wrong aliOut law
enfcircemept is that criminals only
too often give nothing but bond,
and get nothing but a trial -
We received for distribution.
Wednesday and Thursday of this
week, 256 rental -checks for tobac-
co totaling 64.5E360 .and 'we are
expecting some more in a day or
so.
To date we have had about 600
applications for Tax exemption
on tobacco and. we will continue
to receive applications this week.
Our county allotment committee
has met their quota alloted to
them from the State Statisticians
office and the contracts will _be
ready  for the second signatures
by the,. last -of, the week. It is
very important to get all these
signed and moved to Washington
sit once. We only have 15 days
to accomplish the rest lief this work-
and we' hope all contract signers,
will be at the appointed place on
the bay notified and at the proper
Place. This will cause less con-
fusion and will assist in Mot-ring-
Long =Used Laxative






Black-   purely vegetable
family Imitative. ' Mr. C.-I Ratliff
writes from Mink's, W. Va. "My
wife and I base wed ThedbEts
Black-Draught thirty-live years for
constipatiOn,-tireti feeling and
headache. 'ruse It when I feel my
Wotan bends cleansing. After all
than ;ears. I haven't found any-








• Will the freak crisp wines ofe Fall find you vittbeaS net-
ficlent new apparel to dress In -smart and varied style? It tee
budget too- pinched to allow g complete new wardrobe for Fall? ,
Don't let it worry you. Buy Mat or tWO new things-1f you with
Rot supplement with tart year's clothe -dry cleaned. The
styles have not changed a great deal - ou can be at the heiget
of attractive fashion with our aid. Bring those 1933 clothes in
today, MEND es Voug FALL DAT FOR CLEANING AND
RE-DLOCRING COMPLETE SATISFACTION 'GUARANTEED.
BOONE
CLEANERS
PHONE 449 "THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"
• 4••••••••.:
•
Feed stuff is going to be high
if bought this winter and every
one should store all feed for winter
that they tan get in. Be rut* each
fariner has enough not to have to
buy. If any one has surplus hay,
it shculd be easy to dispose of
this year 'at a telly good print
see lota of hay being cut now and
think it is a wise idea to put up





Sunday school 9:46 a. m., preach-
ing 10:45 a, m. and. 710 p. m.
Sunday. Prot _E. Zmint.,Ja
to preach at both hours,
Regular mid-week services each
Wednesday at 7:30 p. m.
Everyone cordially invited to at-









Get Your Winter's Coal Supply While These
LQW PRICES LAST!
$450 per ton $500 per ton
(AT THE YARD) (DELIVERED)






















Ka low on $925° installed
24 months to pay on our
easy Club plan if demised
•
•••4•14•0111••••a.••••••••.....4.......••• ,.••••ra. •••••'.....4••••..•••  ,••••
X
'
Cooking on an old-fashioned stove
would seem as trying and trouble-
some as making toast over an open
fire after you had once cooked elec-
ifieeityr-Fef-aft-electric range is as
convenient as your electric toaster
and your other electric appliances.
Investigate this modern conve-
nience today. You will be interested
in the low cost under our special cook-
ing rates. Ask about its new speed...
its cleanliness its certainty.
Ask us or see your dealer
Kentucky-Tennessee
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Thorough. breds Preparing for ,Toughest *Schedule in Their History
37 Reporting to Coach Stewart Daily;
Night Football in New Stadium, Plan
Thirty-seven Thoroughbreds are
being groomed by Coach Roy
Stewart, asinsted by Athletic Di-
rector Carlisle Cutchin an d
Freshman Mentor John Miller, for
the S. I A. A. 1934 Derby. The
Racehorses will net go to the post
in the conference race unt'l Octo-
ber 6 when Stetson University
comes to Murray for the first en-
gagement between the two elevens.
A trial match will be run here on
September 28 or 29 with Lambuth
College as the opponent.
Prospects for another great Blue
and Gold eleven are bright but
the enthusiast • who would predict
that the Thoroughbreds would
make it two undefeated and untied
seasons in a row would simply
be letting his loyalty run- away
with his judgment. "Murray has,
by far, the stiffest schedule in her
history, and it will be much more
difficult to run off- without serious
trouble than last year's card,
which itself was tough aelenty.
Waiting to Prove Staff
Neither Stewart nor his charges
have cold feet toward any foe on
the program, neither are they
going out and broadcasting to the
cock-eyed world that they are
lords ofail they survey. They have
timPly.decided that they are going-
to dgtheir whangest to. capture
every conflict—preferring to win
their victories on the sod than in
the lockercilern. 47'
There is ne doubt but that Stew-
art - will.he able to offer a highly
effective and entertaining cast to
the football enthusiasts of Western
Kentucky, He has a splendid as-
sortment of speed, power and
reirtety of attack, not to mention
a well-developed defense The
only sad note in the symphony that
it is being planned is that alto-








'Most of the old students make Dale & Stubbier,
field's their downtown headquarters. We cordial-
ly Welts:M-6 them back and extend a warm invi-
tation to the new students also to come in and get
acquainted with "The Rexall Store" in Murray.
We have a complete line of school supplies and..
our Fountain is Murray's most popular refresh-
ment filling station.
You can always know the standard of quality of
merchandise when you buy at the Rexall Store.














- - - -
ROY STE WART
Head Coach
squad are seniors and graduation
next spring is simply going to
wreale havoc in the Murray ranks.
Just now a large- band of , husky,
speedy freshmen would be about
the most welcome sight on college
field.
Night Games This Year
Murray will have her first foot-
ball under lights this year and
the herculean task of getting the
'huge lighting system up is b_ehlg
!rushed- with all possible haste-BY-
I
Met contiaayt„ ft. H. linntIeVelde
& 'CO.- When .finished, the field
will be one of the most brilliant-
ly lighted in the country as the
number and power of the bulbs
will exceed the avellige field
almost doubly.
It is hoped to- have the field lit
nil like a Christmas tree for the
Lambuth game and. in that event,
the fracas will be played Friday






—a collection of every type of Fall and
Winter clothes for Miss "Collegiate.",
Full Length Suits
With fur or without, in brown, green, wine, navy
$15.00 to $29.75
Fur  Trimmed Coats
-Every OneTiOrgeehlary- -frith e d with




Woolen models in every conceivable
type—one-. and two-piece styles—
$4:95 $7.95 $10.95
Silk Dresses
Black, brown,' tile green—materials are
alpaca, satin, crepe, terra vita, oatmeal
crepe—
$5.95 to $19.75
Tennessee Poly, and Birmingham-
Southern tilts will unquesticiiiiibly
be staged under the flood lights.
Stadium Work Renewed
, Work bit the cbllege stadium was
renewed last week through the
Emergency Relief Admiristration.
Approximately 30 men, each work-
ing 35 hours a week, are employed
on Me project. They have been
busy ,this week laying forms to
close the gap in the west side tier
of seats and expect to be reedy to
pour concrete the middle of next
week.
The entire field has been sledded
and this week's rains have been
favorable to the new grass getting
a toe-hold. While' the playing
field in the new stadium is not
drained it is "turtle-backed" and
will drain readily. - -
While the field may not be ready.
for the Lambuth game, a majority
of the home games this year will
be prayed in tile stadium, in which
the college, the community and
this 'eebtion take just pride.
Murray has too many stars who
have won their -spurs to need
enumeration. Thosseejellows who
won S. I. A. A. and all-Stete men-
tion last year certainly need no
boosts in this article. Simmons,
Bugg, Woodall, Mullins, McKen-
zie, Wesley, Kent, Elder, Tburnian,
Moss, Greenwell, and Keith King
have well won their spurs and just
about everyone.—especially those
who played against them the past
two years. know what they can
Geed Fresh Recruits .
From- last year's freshman squad
there are Miller, Alderson, Hern-
don, Land, Diuguid, Tolson. Gun-
ter, Taylor and Basan. Alderson
and Miller are a pair or likely
looking ends'-•qut whether either
can make us .get the depend-
able and alert Brinkley will de-
pgad_ entirely uNa. them_ ..--.
There is no doubt but that Land
is going to be a power in that
line. This baby is plenty tough-
and he can take it, as his oppon-
ents are going to well find uot
are 1934 has joined her sister years
In gridiron history. We call him
"Pig Iron."
Gunter is a plugging young cen-
ter from Paducah who should
prove a • capable understudy for
McKenzie and Wesiey._ And Jim
igdd Diuguid, a local boy, should
show the stuff that'e.:truly. in himn
in that line this fall. Jim Edd
I
has gotten to be a big boy and
- -learned a trot--of football - }WA - fall
Organ Back in Fold •
One of the big gains this fall is
the return to the fold of Casey
Organ. who was such a power on
,.the 1932 freshman team. Organ
is a big, powerful, smashing line-
man who can -take it and give it
in a big way. Benny Cook, who
was quite handy around last fall,
had scholastic difficulties and drop-
Stellar Wingman
GREETINGS
STUDENTS . . .
Both Old and New!
We invite you to Murray
and to make Murray your
home.
Get acquainted with the



















pad out of school. Benny will be
missed.
Lester King ,is another valued
player to return to school this
fall and is a candidate for a steady
berth. Bradley Thurman, a swell
ball playet, and Lester are fight-
ing deadly competition for all
they have to beat out o1. a job et
fullback is none other than Mr.
Keith King, who plows jike a No.
19' Oliver chilled and bowed over
enemy tacklers like nine pens all
last fall.
Russell McCracken is looking
like a real ball player out 'there
every afternoon. Mac had a burn
ankle that slowed him up con-
siderable last .fail but this season
is in fine fettle.
Stlimpy Rayburn should be val-
nalile - in the line and Nub Shel-
ton ' has the final 'year to prove
himself a crackerjack end. Same
goes for Joe Torrence, who needs
to speed up his getaway. Joe is
a big, poweefUl boy. Taylor it
showing some nice stuff at end
and Tolson should be a mighty
good man to have around. Char,
ley Jenkins and Scotty More have
this last year to prove themselves
the backs theygought to be. Char-
ley was kept out practically all
last season by ilinese. "Moheek"
is as fast a man as there is on the
field if he would- ever decide to
use that speed in a genie.
Lambeth Is Stronger
If reports from the Lambuth
camp are .true the first contest
will net be a set-up. The Metho-
dists had a right fair squad last
year and Meeting them right after
the Western game, the Thorough-
bred varsity had its uncomfort-
able moments. Lambuth is said
to have had such a good frosh team
last year that only' two of 1933's
regulars are able to make the fizat
team this season.
Union is also said to have the
best team in the past six years and
the Big Red may cause the Horses
some difficulty.
Vaughan Woodall, the blond
buckaroo from Marion, Ky., and
the mightest atorriclin the S. I. A.
A. will lead the Racehorses from
his tackle -position. "Wecinie" is
a vigorous fighter with more de-
termination than an Army-- mule
and the bird who lays down in a
ball game is going to have Wood-
all promptly on his neck.
.• 1933 Stars Missed
There is no doubt but that the
Blue and Gold will sadly miss
Captain Leonard Bryant, Howard
Allen, Herman Shaw, Ronald
Brinkley, Darom Grissom and some
others but there's no reason why
Stewart shouldn't have as good, a
team this year as last, even. though
he may drop a game or two.
And the first fan who hollers
-"wolf" when a game -goes- wean
this year should be promptly taken
out and shot.
The year's card follows:—





Pens as low as $1.00
with your name FREE
in 22-karat gold:
Skrip Ink and Pen




We -greet both old
and new students a-nd
invite you to come. to
Murray State College.
Shop in Murray and
make Murray your
home in every respect
while in, college.
Our repair dep*rtrnent_is unexcelled, prompt
and courteous We invite you to call di -for-
any type of repair work.
Musical -instrument repair and accessories, reeds.
strings and parts,







Welcomes both old and new students and
members of the Murray State
College Faculty on their
return to Murray
During vacation, we have found just how much
we miss the College and our many friends con-
nected with it. Be early to pay us a visit and to the
new students we await an early acquaintanceship
with you.
You'll find the best and most complete lunch-
room service in the College Addition at the COL-
LEGIATE.
Many are fond of our Plate Lunches and Sand-
wich- Service and eat with us altogether. You'll
find it surprisingly reasonable.
We heartily invite all to make us an early visit and










'Sept. 29—Lambuth College of
Jackson. Tenn, here. St
'Oct. 5—Stetson University of
Florida, here.
PAGE FIVE
Oct. 12—Millsaps College at
Jackson., Mies. •




Nov. 3—UMW tfrifietaity of
Jackson. Tenn., here.
Nov. 10-34 d d4 e Tennemle
Teachers at Murfreesboro.
Nov. l7--.Western Kentucky•
Teacher* Of Bowling Green, here,
Nov, 29—Mississippi 'State Teach-
ers at Hattiesburg.
'Date subject to change to M-
ikity or Saturday night.
Will Evans Grows
Large Sweet Potato
Will Evans grew a sweet pots-
to this year 17% inches long on
the farm sieS., C. Lovett, near
Faxon. That tuber is one of the
longest semi be sometime and is a
Florida yam variety. The potato
is only 51i inches around at the
largest point.
A Cordial Welcome—
to the students of Murray State College and to the peo-
ple of C'alloway county as well—yoa will ale ays find a
genuine desire to be of service in our store. VISIT CS!,
----FALL SHOE MODES—






























So Maw styles you'll hardly which es theme. Kn-
ees eat new tongue effects—she MACCUSIMIS r plain toe
















STURDY. WELL coNsTRIXTED. sTYLS.S FOR DRESS
OR WORK, INCLUDING HIGH SHOES FOR WORKMAN
41141

















Kra. Joe T. I osett. gditor Phone Segpfliesise
far Kee page abode be eabeettese sot leer Ikon 1\111/4/.
Ildiedinia Met week.
Entre Nous Club Mitts With work Late in the aftereotan a
Mn. Harry Sfesid lovely eilad, course as sereed
MOSe present were:
Mr* Vernon Hale. Mrs. B. 0.
Langston, WE. Karl Frieee. Mrs.
few others Thursday afterneon. Hrill Hood. Mrs. Gordon Banks of
'The hours were .pent at needle- Ft. _Wayne. Ind . Mrs. E. Si Diu-
Mrs. Harry Sledd was a: home
to the Entre N'ous Club and a
Greetings to You---
Our many 'friends unng the Murray State Col-
lege faculty and among the -old- htidents.
.We invite you to Murray and solicit you again
to give the Murray Laundry a chance to show you
:s! our excellent laundry service. To the new stb-
, dents-weAssue you a special invitation to come in
and make arrangsments for your laundry service
while here.
a
You will find that out -service is thorough and
complete in every Seie-;f the word. The charges
relisonable--an-d-3=etir work is always done by










—to -the.-attedents—both old astet new—and the
faculty members of Murray State College as you
open the 12th year of this grand institution.
The business interests here are proud of the
College and welcome each one that becomes a
part of it.
If you drive a car, we hope that you will call
upon us to service it for you—no matter what make
it is. We are just as careful-and thorough in car-
inc for your automobile as if it was another from
the Ford.
yori--1—# drive to asscrfrom school daily, it will pay
you to have 4 check your car at regular intervals.
-
It will save you time, trouble and money.
Beale Motor Co. Inc.
PHONE WO MORAY. KY.
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guid. Jr., etre Nat Ryan Hughes-
Mrs. F. E. -Crawford. Mrs. Mar-
vin Whitrit11; Mrs. S B. Tandy of
Sebree. Ky.. Miss Margaret Tandy.
Mrs G. a 'Scott. Mrs. John Row-
lett, Mrs Joe Lovett, Mrs. C. I-
Stiarborough. Miss Marian Gilles-
pie, of Prattville. Ala.
• • V V •
Mrs Jesse Wallis at 2:30 P M
• • • • •
Mani* Belle Hays Circle Meets
WM: Mrs. illary Fanner
The Mattie Belle Hay' Circle
Seevief Circle
To 'Meet
She Seevics Circle of the Ladies
Aid of the First Chi.istian Church
will meet Tuesday afternoon at
3:00 o'clock with Mrs. Maurice
Crass.
Dinner Party Is Clomp Murray Circuit' FairAt
Miller Hope-
Mr and Mrs. Greg Miller were
hosts at a lovely dinner party at
their home on Friday everting in
compliment to their son. Charles
Miller.
Fall flowers were artistically
arranged in the rooms.
The dining table was lovely with
a _lace cloth and a 'crystal bowl
filled with pink and white roses
as a centerpiece. A delicious
three course menu was served.
The guests enjoyed cards after-
wards.
Included were:
Miss Mary Virginia Diuguid,
Miss La Nelle Siress, Miss_ Grace
Nelle Jones. Miss ?Aarggret Over-
bey, Miss Reba MaeHale.
- Jim Ed Diuguid. Edwin Thur-
mond. Bill Swann. Charles Boyd
Houston, Pogue Outland, Ed Frank
Kirk. H. B. Bailey. Jr.. and
Cherles Miller.
The Euzelian Class of the sited
Baptist church had 'an- all day
cleating Wednesday at the home
of Mrs. Charlie Barton on the
Mayfield Road.
At noon an elaborate dinner was
enjoyed.
A large number was present
Mrs. Gordon Banks Is Honor
Guest At Party
Mrs C L SharbOrough was' host
at a luncheon bridge at her home
Tuesday in .compliment to - Mrs.
Gordian Banks of Ft_ Wayne. Ind.
High score prize Went to Mrs.
Wells Purdem and Mrs. Banks was
presented a guest prize.
Covers were laid for Mrs. Banks.
'Mrs. Wells Purdorn. Mrs. Joe
Lovett. Mrs. E S. Diuguid, Jr... Mrs.
Harry Medd, Mrs. Jack Farmer.
Mrs CliffOrarlikeltIgin. -Miss--Marg-
aret Tandy. andalas bsea. - e.
Zone Meeting At
S. Pleasant Grove
The heavy rains Tuesday did
not prevent the Zone mectprig at
South Pleasant Grove Tuesday.
Fifty women and men represent-
ing eight -societies ,attended. Mrs.
R. H. Walker hid charge of the
meeting as pedgrain...director and
had the Neer Hope Society open
the meeting with Jer-s. John-
iter reading the Scripture. - This
society gave its program in full.
Miss Anne Lou Herron gave some
splendid readings. She ts one II
our young members who has not
only given time promised but has
so graciously substituted when
needed
Bro. Lee Clark asked the bless-
ings over the bountiful and good-
ly meal served in the church gal-
lery by the splendid women of
South Pleasant Grove.
As the Lynn Grove society was
prevented coming lity the heavy
rain and road condition between
the two points, their part on the
program was substituted. Mrs. Jen-
nings.ker.- \Ixna Met-arin and
Herron using the time.
The meeting closed with what
the yonnger members called a
consecration service and the older
ones knew was just an old .time
Methodist class meetieg.-et;s: 0
J. Jennings.
Arts 'And Crafts Meet
Postponed
The Arts and Crafts Club meet-
ing has been postponed until
Wednesday. the 191h. to meet with
TURNER'S CONSOLIDATION SALE
TIME EXTENDED
WELCOME COLLEGE OPENING . . . 12th YEAR
If you think we can accommodate you . . .
CALL ON US!
-I-will continue-with reduced prices on seasonable mer-
chandise until I can handle in one building.
Many real bargains are offered in Fall and Winter mercFrandise
at the present time if bought would have to sell much higher. --
Blankets, Heavy Winter and Fall Union Suits, Heavy Work Clothes,
Fall Shoes, Woolen, Silks, everything you wear—large stocks that must
be reduced to one building. Now Is the Time to Save!
My prices are reduced on seasonable merchandise that will save
much more than the cost of sales tax. — -
I will exchange merchandise for Produce, Hams, Eggs, small cat-
tle, Hay and many other things probably you have to dispose of to get%
clothing for winter or to pay an account if you owe me.
imsmr•mkwolr 
Two Basement Storerooms for Rent. Will Remodel to Suit.
. 0. Turner's Store
• VP
Call* and (=dna Suites., Leon and
Elroy Sulter, Katherine Branaon.
Max and Mary Lou Gibbs of
Murray
Clifford Hill, Cleatus Spann,
Chester and Vester Todd. J T.met Monday night at the home cA spann. cap Bruoe. James Len.Mrs. Roy Farmer with Miss Mary rus Peron. Mary and &son Todtlaissitee leader..
Laddice Orr, Preston Orr. Ben-
An unireiti" Pr*glam W33 we Miller, Fred Anderson, Craw.given on' the topic: "The Deacon- ford Henley, Jake Bruce. Beneases in Rural Sections.-
Todd. Tar Cochran. Jack Dunaway,
Mohlan Tempe, Lorene Suggs.
Earl Waters. W. D.' Workman.
Thomas Franklin and Harrel
Wilkerson
iof terOn visitors were:
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hill and
children. Mrs. Eva Hill, Miss Bet-
ty Myers. Mr. and Mrs. Nortorr
Foster and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Laker. Miss - Opal, Morris.
Misses Opal and Ophia Lee Miller,
Miss Robbie Nell Myers. Exie Orr.
Cecil Paschall. Euell Orr and Mrs.
L. J. Hill of Detroit. Mich.. Mr.
and Mrs Elisha Humphries nod
children. Dorothy, Buddle, and
Martha .Ta
Thirteen members wei e present
At rife close of the .program de-
hcious refreshments were served
and a social hour wps enjoyed by
all.
• • • •
J. N. Williams Chapter
Will Meet September 17
The J. N. Williams Chaptei.
United Daughters of Cenfederacy.
will meet with Mrs Luther Rob-
ertson Monday afternoon. Septem-,
bet 17. at 2:80 o'clock. All mess."
tiers are urged to attend.
• • • • •
Wear-Willis Engagement
Is Announced .
Mr. and Mrs_ Hugh Perry Wear
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Numa Canis. to Mr.
Paul Bryan Willis. of Nashville,
Tenn. The 'wedding will take
place Tuesday. September 25.
Elisha Humphries
Honored Oa Birthday
Friends and relatives gathered
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Elisha Humphries. Sunday, Sep-
tember 9. in honor of Mr. Hum-
phries 50th. birthday. A -good
dinner was spread and everyone
enjoyed the day. One hundred
and fifty-two were included.
Those. present were:
Mr. Almon Beale, Treamon
Beale and daughter, Mildred, of
Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Torn alum.
phries of .Puryear. Tenn: Mil:
Tennie Sanders. Puryear; Me-and
Mrs. K. A. Vaughn, and di:tighter.
Larue. of Buchanan. Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Aultrnon Newport and
son. Puryear; Mr, 4,,,a Mrs. Haskins
Miles and children. Arleta and
Billie of Buchanan; Mr. and Mrs.
Aubry Todd and son,' Toe Bill
Mr-eine Mrs. Noble Brandon and
family.
Mrs. Johnie Humphries. Mr. and
Mrs. Milburn Orr and baby, Pat
Dale. Mr. and Mrs.- Fred Hum-
phries, Mr. and Mrs. Asa Pas-
chall and children. Joe'. R. H.,
Virginia, and Larue, Mr. and Met
Tarlton Humphries, Mr. and Mrs.
Laney Hill and baby, Nellie Jo.
Mr. and Mrs. Auther Jackson
and daughters. Mary Sue and Hil-
da Gray.
r. arid- Mrs. eTebe Sutter. Mr.
and Mrs. Wheeler Sutter, and s06.
Junior. Mr. and Mrs. Graves
N.61e and family. Mrs. Beg'
Neale. Mrs. Bennie Settles. me.
and Mrs Jim Neale. Jim Jackson
of Lynn Grove. Mrs. Genora Ham-
lett of Murray.
Mr and Mrs_ Deimos Black and
family. Mrs. Daisy Hill, Mr. and
Mrs. Moban Miles and Mrs. Robert
Miles of Buchanan. Tenn.. Mn
Esther Neale of Lynn Grove. Mg.
and Mrs Porter Camp, Mrs Lucy
Camp. Mr. and Mrs Nat Gibbs of
'Murray. Billy Porter arid Laneda
Camp, Ada Elizabeth Neale, Mo-
dest Brandon. Iris Miles of-* Mur-
ray, Polie Harris.
MiThs -Met
ris. Jessie D Trease, Frank Dal-
ton. Mary Catherine Farmer. Tre-
mon Hill. Merril, Motheral, Hassel
Humphries. Fairs Lee Morris,
Lotlye Orr. Chester, Doyle. and






oFormerly People's Barber Shop)
Lynn Grove Ladles
Meet
The Woman's Mlmonary Society
of the Lynn Grove Methodist
church met Saturday at 2:30 at
the church with Mrs. Joel Craw-
ford leader.
There were ten member.; present
and Bro. and Mrs. Hurley.
Those taking part on the' pro-
gram were, Mrs. Nix Harils, Mrs.
Hardy Rogere Mrs.- Gfrrile Story.
and Miss Manon Crawford. -
Mrs. Carl Lockhirt entertained
with a very clever reading on
the seven- ages of man.
The next meeting will be held




A delicious mutton dinner was
served on the lawn at' the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Iverson Owen,
Almo Route One, Thursday of 
lastweek.
Those preient were:
Mr and Mrs. Lubie Hale end
son. Owen, Mr. and litre. Clyde
Hale. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Gatlin Outland,
and daughter, Bettye Sue, Mr. and
Mrs. Craig Outland, Mr. and Mrs.
Nolen Atkins and daughter, Eva
Grey of Detroit, Mich., ,Mr. • and
Mrs. Frank' Lawrence and chil-
dren. Louise and Marvin, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Hale and daughter,
Vivian.
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Hale. Mr
and Mrs. Iverson Owen, Mrs.
Ethel Erwin and granddaughter
Dee -.Ann of Lakeland, Ky.,
Charles Farris, -Walter Smith.
Enous Outland.
P. T. A. To Have
First Fall Meet
The Murray Parent-Teachers
AsSociation will have, its first fall
meeting at the Murray -High
School Friday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. All members are. urged
to be present for the election of
officers and other business of the
first meeting. A new president
and other officers will be elected.
The building has undergone
changes and is now one of the
most presentable shops in Murray..4
We invite you to drop by for
a social visit and see our shop.
When you sit in one of our
chairs you will experience the
satisfaction of knowing' that your
kale will be cut as you like it
cat . . . that your shave will be
as chase to perfection as you have
ever known. Please try us.
3 EXPERIENCED AND WELL
KNOWN BARBERS ALL INTER-
ESTED IN THE BUSINESS








To Be Held Oct. 22
The Murray Circuit 'Fier will be
held Monday, October V, in the
Murray Loose Leaf Floor, where it
was held lase 'year.
0. A. Johnston will serve again
as president: Miss Adelle Wilker-
son, secretary; Mrs. Leckie Harris
, treasurer: and Keith Venable.
director of arrangements.
Each church will have its own
committees. If you are net organ-
ized at your churcn. please do
so at once. Sunday School super-
intendents iv4th presidents of
Woman's Missiimary Societies are
responsible edb the organisations
in their churches. There will be
a $5.00 prise for tbeeehure4e, that
has the best booth./
We have been pike:kiting and mak-
ing preparations all the yaar for
this fair. _there is every reason
to belisve it will be a better one
than ,we had last year. Things
have been grown and prepared
specially for the fair. There will
also be a larger variezy of articles.
Thanks to all who helped to
make the fair a success last year.
Come, let's have a good time to-
gether this time. Many made
purchases of things needed last
year; you will find more this
time. Some beautiful quilts are
ready, along with other ., things
you will want. Come and see.
Don't --forget the good dinner
served at noon. eat with your
friends, have a good, social time
together.
E Hurley, P. C.
Jimmie Bishop Wins
Tennis Championship
A double-column, front. page
article- -in the daily Telegraph.
Painesville, Ohio of Tuesday Sep-
ternber 4. describes the victory of
James Bishop, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Bishop, Murray, in winning
the city championship of Paines-
ville.'





You are given personal attention
when you come to this shop ... at-
tention by expert barbers.
We cordially invite College Std-
dents to Murray and to visit our
shop.
WE SPECIALIZE in WINDBLOWN
Head the Cbursified Column. HAIR (.1 T'.
Easy- Terms
Use Old Car for Part Payment ,
ANY MAKE OR MODEL YOU WISH
FROM A RELIABLE DEALER
Act Now!
We have pleased scores of Murray and Calloway
persons with our used car values because we are
selling these cars FOR WHAT THEY ARE AC-.
-WALLY vrukci H.
If we do not have just exactly what you wish on
the lot we can get it for you in just a few hours.
Don't go through winter with an undependable
car when you can get one so cheaply here!
Used Car Lot
—of
Anderson Motor Company, -Inc.
J. L. Pennington, Manager
Cities Service Station Sixth and Main
Murray, Ky,
•
tennis player of this section for
the past several years. He was a
member Of the University of Ken-
tucky varsity team for several
ytare
The Telegraph said OT BiAhalit
stellar wiirk. "His steady playing.
withering blasts and placements
well earned' him possession of the
championship trophy and the
vounty crown, His -extensive
variety of shot!, that form part of
a wide repertoire and his cx,peri-
ence in tournament tennle won
him the three straight sefs."
A picture of Jimmy is published
on the sports pap of the same
edition.
Young BishOp graduated- in en-
gineering , it the University of
Kentucki the past spring. He
was tine of the !hest popular stu-
dents in his class and was colonel
of the cadet battalion. '










7•30 in the First
. Building on the
members urged to
KIRKSZY LEAGUE PROGRAM
Subject: The Outreach of God's
Kingdom.
Song. No. 212.
Scripture Readhue Paul Carson
Prayer: ova Vaughn.
Responsive Reading.
Song. No. SO. ,
Discussion of the subject: W.
A. Palmer.
Bible Study: Lawrence Billing-
ton. _
Song. No. 67.
I Selective Reading, GeraldineHurt.
Rend the Obesalfled Column. League Benediction.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••,..
You Are Invited
to come in and inspect the
New Fall Radios
RADIO TIME IS HERE—The broadcastihg sys-
tems are perking up their programs and football is
just around the corner.
Radio builders are keeping pace and are offer- •
ing better, more beautiful and economical lines.
PHILCO keeps pace with added features and
new beauty in design.
_
THE NEW GRUNOWS are truly radios of beau-
ty, of cabinet design and are leaders in quality.






OF THESE . . .
The most feminine
and alluring wools
Atitiltir Paulwe've ever seen; as
sheer and as graceful
. Jour favor
_ ite Arthur Paul Original Models designed
especially --for young fashionables.
ORIGINAL
Sheer wool Glace with cross-barred taffeta trim-
ming that gives a. jacket effect. The sleeves will
give you in idea of the ailk-Itke-titiality of the fab,
ric. A grand early season frock.
-Sizes 16 to 44  $17.50
A softly tailored frock in Jaspe plaid that looks
heavenly with its velvet collar and cuffs. One of
the season's smartest new wools that is exclusive in
Si 16 to 44  -,zes
































Ili iiiiir  c)CA
nearly new at bargain
?Lastige Crass,
Mrs. 0. L. Boren
at ,the home on West
following an illness
fever.
W. N. Jackson, Jackson.
is visiting his daughter,
Hughes, and Mr. Huidaes.
Mrs. Gwendolyn
children John Travis,
and earl Jr., of Mayfield,




Dr. Bert R. Smith
lacovOnw,Sree.n. are agiesmilni
vacation wiihegailtives
on the West side ot.
• ,• Smith, who is a
the department of
Western, was born and
this county and taught
and Kirksey.
Mrs. Charley Hughes
her beauty peeler to





The Rev. W. P.
building a handsome
-West Olive street. Oda
































It you have visitors of whom
your are not ashamed, pieties
report them for this colutnn.
'
13r. and Mrs N. M. Atkins were
in Chicago last week where they
attended the World's Fair,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker and
-Mr. and Mrs, Cullie Steele at-
tended the World's Fair in Chica-
go last week.
Mr. arid Mrs. Rex Beach visit-
ed in Chicago last week and at-
tended the World's Fair.
Order your coal now from the
Murray Consumers. $4.50 a ton at
the yard, $3411 delivered. -Bost
grade Weal Keutisay• Ire,,1 weight
Jack Durick, Courier Journal
carrier boy, left Menday for Loma;
vile to attend the State Fair as
guest of the newspaper.
P. N. Blackerby, district super-
visor of county sanittify inspectors,
was a visitor in the county last
weielt. ' -.?
Mr. and Mrs. Zelner Carter and
twins, John Mack and Carolyn,
spent last week camping in the
Groat Smoky Mountain National
Park. .
Mrs. Aubrey Meadows underwent
a major operation at the Mason
Mernoriel Hospital this week.
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May this year
when you want the
















































Feed the children milk three times a day and
watch them bloom with health and vitality of mind
and body. But be sure that the mak you serve is
rich in qusiftty and natural nourishment. Even the-
dairyman's children cows/ haveUe better than roarei
if you order SUNBURST PASTEURIZED MILK.
Science shows that good pure milk is the finest ell
around food value obtainable in any one food or
liquid. Give your children and family the benefit
by serving it at every meal, between meals and at
bedtime.
Telephone Your Order and Try
SUNBURST
'Murray Milk Products Co.
CALL 191
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place at the corner et Third and
Maple a few weeks ago is re-
modeling it into a large 'boarding
house. The Elbert Broach two-
story, brick residence in college
_addition. at North lath and Miller
Ave. is nearing completion and
will be ready for occupancy the
lint of October. M. 0. Wrather
will build a nice brick-veneer
residence on his lot on East Main
street. Several new homes are
going up out in the county to
contribute to the most building
activity in Calloway county since
1930.
FOR SALE-7-room house with
4 scree of ground. stock 'barns and
a big orchard, peaches and all
ether kinds of fruit, two acres
strawberries. half mile from state
college, black top road. Farmer
& Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. 'lorry Dulaney and
two sons return1rd to their home
In Lexington the latter part of
the week after spending three
weeks here with Mr. Dulaney's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Dulaney.
Mrs. Roberta Wheeler, etgliorida,
Is here for a three week r visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
B. G. Humphreys.
Mrs. Alvin Jones, Route 4, was
an operative patient at the Keys-
Houston Hospital Saturday and is
reported doing 'nicely.
Better harry. Coal always goes
up in October and November. FlIl
your bin with that best grade
West Kentucky coal at $5.00 de-
livered. $4.50 at the yard. Murray
Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
Noble Harris, formerly of May-
field, has moved to Murray. and
is making his home at the Mc-
Daniel Hotel. kly. Harris is a
native of Lynn Grove. He is
traveling in North and South
Carolina for a clothing company.
Eddie Roberts arid Gus Farley4have each bought a third interest
in the People's Barber - Shop from
Charles Mercer. Mr. Farley, a
native of the county, returned to
Murray from West Virginia last
spring. Mr. Robefts has been at
the National Hotel §laiep for the
i
past several years. Mr. Finney,
until recently employed at the
1
 People's Shop, is working at the
Wilkinson Shop temporarily but
-. plans to leave for Detroit in the
near future.
Mrs. W. V. Jeffrey visited her
son. William, who is employed
with the state highway department
at Marion, over die' week end.
Several good used Ifvhag room
sisuite..Ps.rlelde.smaliZtergakreoreed 
Garage.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Strader, Mr.
and Mrs Oakley Cunningham and
family, Mr. and Mrs J. E.' Tucker
and daughter. Cloteei spent Sun-
day at Reelfoot Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Green
visited friends, and relatives in
Paduftih Sunday.
Carlton Outland is quite ill at
the Keys-Houston Hospital where
he underwent an. operation Tues-
devitight for ruptured appendix.
Mrs. Eugene Geurin and little







1 LB. BOX CRACKERS _ 10c
... --
5 LBS. SUGAR   50c
BEEF STEAK 2 LBS. 25c
RIB ROAST, LB. _ _ 7c
CHUCK ROAST. LB. Ve
QUEEN OF WEST FLOUR _ .95c
IRISH POTATOES, peck 30c
Exclusive Flour. 24 lbs. $1.00
Cabbage, pound  Zr
Lemons, dozen  19e









But . . .
be sure you buy strips guar-
anteed to give efficient ser-
vice for the life of your win-
dows and doors.
ALL STRIPS ARE NOT THE
SAME!
Ask for Demonstration






Pontiac, Mich,- where they will
make their new home. Mr. ..Getman,
has recently been transferee' 'ftom
St. Louis to Pontiac as manager
of a shoe store there.
Mx. and Mts. Grover Cunning-
ham left for Nashville, Tenn.,
Tuesday morning where the latter
will undergo an operetion for
goitre at the Vanderbilt Hospital.
Mrs. Charley Hughes has a
spacious new three room compart-
ment for her beauty parlor over
Lee & Elliotta.
Clifton Gibbs of Charleston, W.
Va..•spent the week end v.ith his
parents, Mr..' and Mrs. Grover
Gibbs. Mr. Gibbs is a representa-
tive for General Motor Co. Ralph
Gibbs of Logan, W. Va., accompa-
nied his home to see his grand
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Boar Gibbs,
and Mr .and Mrs. John Burton of
Hazel. The later Mr. Gibbs and
his father are in the bakery bus-
iness in Logan.
Zell= Thurmie underwent an
operatic for removal .of his ton-
sils at the Mason Memorial Hos-
pital this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hervery Turner,
Mr. and. Mrs.' Otto Swann visited
ill Fulton. Union City. Reelfoot
Lake, and ,Hickman last week
end. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Morris of
Detroit, Mich., visited with Mr.
and Mrs. Hervey Turner and Mr.
and Mrs. Otto Swann, while here
on their vacation
FOR SALE-eight room house,
400-foot freak sense acreage, near
the college. with lights, extra geed
well and Outbuildings. Farmer a
Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Warter-
field returned Saturday from
Iowa, where they have been visit-
ing Mrs. Wartertield's parents.
Mrs. Warterf&Id- went the first of
July. Mr. Warterfield joinink her
the first of last week. He attend-
ed the All-Star football game -in
Chicago enroute.
Miss-Pauline Hilliard and Miss'
Zeltna Nall, Clinton, spent the
week end with Mrs. T. B. Jones.
Waiter - is sear. Putt. your
coal new and save while prices aro
low. Rest grade West Kentucky
04.50 ten at the yard. IS delivered.
Murray Consumers Coal a lot
Co.
John TidiZell was-;(lisclialked
Wednesday from the Keys-Houston,
Hospital and returned to his home
near .Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Adams and
children, Ashville, North Caro-
lina. and Chesley Adams. St. Louis, atien-
are -visiting- in the - hurries or- Ism. 
K. A. Jones , and Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Farmer.
Judge T. R Jones has returned
from a two weeks vacation in Mid-
dle TenneSsee.
Graydon Chester, son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. C. Chester. enrolled
.Monday in the Chillicothe -'Busi-
ness College in Chillicothe, Mo.
Buy your winter ales-s. now.
Several special offerings. Maurice
Crass.
Mrs. Roberta Humphreys Wheel-
er of Miami Beach, Fla., who" has
been connected.,with the Liggett's
Drug Co. for the past 12 years. is
spending several weeks with her
son Joe G. Wheeler and her par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Humph-
reys La South YOurth street.
Onie Bailey returned to her
in Greendale, Ky., after
spenduig her vacatftni here with
lulativeS and friends_
Mrs. Charley Hughes invites her
friends and customers to visit her
at her new loathes over Lee &
Elliott'.
Gwyneth Petway, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Sam Petwa'y of
College Addition, had a tonsil
operation at the Clinic-Hospital
Saturday.
James Beale is employed with
the Kroger Grocery Co. in Paducah
as meat cutter and has a manager-
ship of.a shop at Ninth•and Mad-
ison. Mr. Beale was formerly
connected with the Murray Meat
Market and left here several weeks
ago to complete short training
course before entering or his new
work.
C. D. Paschall. Hazel, has re-
turned from Missouri, where he
motored wita his daughter, Miss
Eileen • whil- has entered 'Chilli-
cothe Bush:aim College for this
V. W. 1iortin and sister, Mrs.
Arch Frankland. Albion, Illinoia,
arrived Wednesday to -visit their
son and nephew. L. J. Hortin, and
Mrs. Hortin. They will be here
the remainder of the week.
FOR SALE-ftve room house on
West lepplar, large lot, well im-
proved, water and lights. Sold
on good terms. Farmer ...& Rhodes.
Euc Smith, forrester with the
Murray C. C. C. camp was dis-
charged from the Mason Memorial
Hospital this week. Mr. Smith
is convalescing from a serious ill--
,tess.
Mrs. Marshall Berry and son left
the first of this week for thkir
nome in Marion, Ky. They have
spent the summer here.
Miss Frances Bradley left Sun-
day for Paducah where she will
again .teach ip the city school
theie. „
" Mrs. hr T. Morris and Mrs. W.
P. Dulaney were visitors in Padu-
cah Tuesday.
.. Senator T. 0. Turner .and Atty.
'T. W. Crawford attended- the
Tombighee River Association meet-
ing at Clifton, Tenn., Wednesday.
This organization is opposing
Aurora Dam on the ground that
the government should • build a
canal connecting the Tennessee
River with the Gulf' bf Mexico.
Mr. Turner. and Me Crawford
were there in the interests of the





Quart Salad Dressing _ 25e or Dle
No, 2 1-2 cans Tomato or Veg-
etable soup
4-lb. carton Lard   43e--45e
No. 2 Sliced Pineapple __ 14c or Ilk
New pkg. Raisins ,  10e
New Peaches or Prunes Ille to Mae
4 lbs. Nice Sweet Potatoes   10c
7 lbs. Fancy Cabbage  lee
2-1b. box Crackers  19c
Quart Fine Sorghum  10c
(Bring Milk ROAM)
1 lb. bag Marshmallows lie
Pay in trade for fine eenottry
Bacon -ilk to lee
Pay for extra medium Hama lee
Robert Swann 
WELCOME, MURRAY COLLEGE . . .
Both faculty and students, we greet you and
warmly welcome you. back to your work in Murray.
When we can serve you we're pleased to have you
phone us for prompt delivery or call and select in
person. Always the freshest and purest foods here.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS
2 lbs. MINCED HAM' -  25c
VEALE CHOPS, lb.  15c
2 lbs. BEEF STEAK  25c
1 lb. SAUSAGE  15c
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb. . .  19c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
pound  17c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST, lb.  9c
BEEF RIB ROAST, lb.  7c
MUTTON, lb.  10c and 121/c
LARDA-b.- • ., 121/2c
BACON BUTTS,. lir--  15c
FRYERS, Dressed, lb.  25c
HENS, lb.  . 18c
FRESH OYSTERS
KANSAS CITY STEAKS




Free Delivery Phone 214
• i
Mr. and Mna. Jams Shelton
visited in Mayfield Sunday and
Monday with Mrs. Shelton's rela-
tives.
Barbara- Diuguld and Fti Frank
Kirk, who have been vislung Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Taylor in Wash-
ington, D. C., returned home Sat-
urday night
Sonar kitchen cabinets that must
be sold. See our bargains. Maur-
ice Crass.
Mrs. Walter Taylor of Washing-
ton. D. C., is visiting her parehts:
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Sr.,
Misses Sue Valentine, Tktmella
Morris, Elmo Workman, "Chig"
Carraway, Carlton Outland and
Mrs. "Red" Doherty spent Sunday
with Miss Veneta Workman at 1114
Kentucky street, Bowling Green,
KY.
Leslie Ellis was a patient at the
Clinic-Hospital Saturday for minor
operations.
Misses Clara and Martha
en have returned to their bgric in
Detroit after visiting their mother,
Mrs. C. 0. Decker.
Mr. and Mrs. Nolen Atkins and
daughter, Eva Grey, Mr. and Mrs.
Craig Outland visited relatives in
Paducah last week.
Mrs. Fannye Christman of
Frankfort. Ky., is spending the
week with h(r. and Mrs. Craig
Outland.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Cannon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Cannon of Buchanan, Tenn., was
elected music supervisor of ' the
city school of Milan, Tenn., and
begun her work September 3. Miss
Cannon is a B. M. graduate' of
MeMurmy College of-Jackson-vine.,
also attended Cincinneti Con-
servatory of Music of Cincinnati,
Ohio. Washington University of
-St. Louis. Mo.. and University. of
Tennessee of Knoxville, Tenn. She
has taught for four years in the
public schools of Henry county.
-and is very pleasantly reseembered
by her friends here in Murray.
Mrs J. C. Hill, Sentith Sixth
street, has returned from -Manses
City, Missouri, where she visited
her son, Leonard Mill and faintly.
Read the Ciassifled CO12111[1.
GRAPES
I Hospital News'
.The. following Patients were  ad-
mitted to the Mason Hospital dur-
ing the past week: 1.
Mrs. Aubrey Meadows, Murray;
eges. c, a paschal'. Whitlock;
Mrs. M.-L. Frazier, Camden Tenn.;
W. P. Dunn, Ravi': Bernice Geo-
'sant Murray; C. L. Manning,
Mayfield; Mrs. J. W. Garner, Ha-
zel; Zelma Thurmond, Murray; J.
P. Walker, Murray; Mrs. Wine
Lynn, Murray; Kelly Burton,
New Concord.
The following patients were dis-
charged from the Mason Hospital
this past week:
Charles Pace, Hardin; C. L. Man-
ning, Mayfield; ZeIrria Thurrnon.
Murray; Virgil E. Stewart, Pun-




Elder Harvey W. Riggs, minis-
ter to the Murray Church of
Christ since the middle tat October.
1932. has retaliated. arid will en-
gage in evangelistic work. Elder
Riggs' many friends keenly re-
gret that he and his family are
leaving Murray.
PAGE SEVEN
glder Riggs bas' done coheider.
able evangelistic work in,
tuckq and surrounding states.auxe
beginning his minisizz in_Marriy.
He returned just last week from
Cardwell. Missouri, where he N.n-
ducted a series of meetings
resulted in 21 conversions.
He also has made several re-
ligious addresses over WPAD. ra-
ducala radio station, and will make
his farewell address over this ela-
tion Friday afternoon at 1:10
o'clock. He will preach at Green
Plains church, this county, Sep-
timber 30.
Mrs. Riggs and children are visit- .
ing relatives in Mayfield and Elder
Riggs wiU visit his people in Mc-
Lean edUnty for a few days atter
concluding his work here.





WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
Shortest and Hest Routes to
Chicago and St. Louis
FREE INFORMATION
to all points mirth and wet
REST ROOMS, FREE ICE WATER
SINCLAIR GAS AND OILS
We Especially Invite Our
Kentueky Friends -
•
.• INVITING TO MURRAY
COLLEGE STUDENTS
. . . Both Old and New ,
We hope you have an enjoyable year and in-
vie you to 3.1101) with us. We always ,have what
you want in DRESSES. HATS and LINGERIE.
-SEE. OUR FALL OFFERINGS-.
MURRAY HAT AND DRESS SHOP
MRS. MIKE FARMER
East Side Square
FANCY CALIFORNIA TOKAY Pound
KRAUT CABBAGE 100 LBS. $1.45 c'OUND 11/2c
POTATOES ROUND WHITE 100-Lb. Bag $1•59 15-Lb. Peck 25c
ONIONS YELLOW 5G.Liz Bag $1 25 10-POUNDS 29
SEE OUR COMPLETE PRODUCE DEPARTMENT 
C. CLUB ROLLED OATS 2 Larikekgs. 29. 2 Small Pkgs. 15c
CORN CiACNI..c IyB,ase2 Nuo.calcas2n7s3 23c StandardcaPslick2,43caNnos. $22c2a9ns . .29c
FLOUR AVONDALE or THRIFTY 85c, COUNTRY CLUB 95c24 pounds 24-Pound Sack . 
FLOUR L Y2O4 Sn BnEdSs T $1.10 
MILK 
4P8E T a ol ir oCr. C LsUmBa-i Ccasnes $ 2. 95




8 Small Cans .
'1-'5
25c
French, Lb. 23c C. Club, Lb. 27c
SODA CRACKERS WtSCD BRAND 2-Pound Box 19c
C. Club KIDNEY BEANS,
4 cans  25c
Case of 36 cans $2.19
Embassy PEANUT BUTTER
2-pound jar  25c
1-pound jar  15c
D. M. or C. C. PEARS,
2 No. 2 1-2 cans  45c
Dozen cans .......$2.65
TWINKLE DESSERT,
4 pkgs.  19c
Calumet BAKING POWDER,
1-pound can  23c
Embassy SALAD DRESSING
Quart jar  25c
LIPTON'S TEA-
Quarter-pound pkg. . 23c
Half-pound pkg.  43c
C. Club CHILI CON CARNE,
Can  10c
Case of 36 cans . . $3.49
D. M. or C. Club Pineapple
2 No. 2 1-2 cans . . . . 37c
Dozen cans  $2.19
ART-CANS, dozen . 79c
Swansdown Cake FLOUR,
- Package  - 27c
SHINOLA SHOE POLISH 9c
JET OIL SHOE POLISH. 12c
LARD 50 LBS. NET TS BULK 2 Pounds 23c
COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER POUND 26c
FANCY SUGAR CURED BACON, Half or Whole, Lb. 25c
CHEESE LONGHORN or DAISY 2 POUNDS 35,
EATMORE OLEO 3 POUNDS 29`
OLD FASHIONED BRICK CHEESE Pound 19c






Coach Ty Holland Faces Huge Task
of Rebuilding Tiger 11 Around 5 Men
411141uation is the soe sought
*very high school student and
ncement as the cut-hi:lotion
• high seirol career but the
rd of that spectacular and de-occasion often brings nothing
but a severe headache to a foot-
ball coach. who. Hdlg perforce of
bis profession.- always - look ahead
* the season of the year-- when
Ste nights turn 'cooler and the
leaves turn brown.
- Which is just another way of
vying that Coach Piston Hbaa
land. **Ty" to his myriad :+f frierids.
la faced with the stupeni4ous task
of building a winner at- Murray
High Schaal this year with the
nucleous of five lettermen. Which
bald statement is enough to bring
REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE--
5-ROOM HOUSE. North 4th St.,
also vacant let. Price Sla1e--1541111
batance terms.
7-ROOM HOUSE. South 4th St-.
real close in. SI112.411 doun payment.
balance like rent.
Nice level forty acres on high-
way in'aiest part of t'ailoway with
fair improvement.-$l.290: 571140.40
cash. balance easy.
THESE PROPERTIES ARE OF-




an ague and cold sweat to any
coach even-in a midnight dream.
But thc.ae who know Coach
Holland and the boys be has under
ills wing at Murray high school
tais fall are confident that ere-
this season has been dropped into
:the ash can that the Tigers . will
have an eleven that everyone Of
us can justly be proud of. There
are several reasons for this.
In the first place. Ty has already
shown that he can take a more or
lees- incoherent mass- of aspiring
young football players and wield
them into something that, bears
a striking resemblance to .a real
football team.
In the next aisle, the boys who
play football at alarm. high
school have a deep respect and. in
Most cases, a genuine affection for
the quiet, modest, efficient young
man who strives so diligently and
efficiently to teach them wharathis
great American game is all about
and how to play it as a team in-
stead of eleven individuals.
This doesn't mean that we are
predicting the Tigers to have a
team like that of 1932 and neither
is anycne else. Such a prognostis
cation would be suicidal -at least
to the alleged prophets's reputation
as a football seer
Glenn Warner. Howarsi Ames
'itta even the. late. lamented Route
Rockne couldn't take five lettermen
and build a championship eleven.
It just sires* isn't being so these
days-or any other days, past or
future.
- In Tart. the Tigers are almost
sure to get off to a slow start and
a few lickings along the start
shouldn't discourage the boys. the
Welcome -College Studabts . .
-E'er complete and reliatite optical work
a full time optometrist you must seea
—DR. O.CWEIL$ -Optom----etriaj
The only optometrist wheonakes it a specialty
THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAT, RENTUCTY;THURt'DAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 13,
manta must be performed to de.
terasine how this and that will
W oE k.. Unfortunately. football
teams can't be built on paper.
The only successful method is trial
and error. There's a big oppor-
tunity for errors and it certainly
Is a trial-especially to the in-
structor.
Thanks to the Murray softball
league We Tigers will have a
splendidly lighted field this year
and it is to be hoped that the
attraction of night football will
bring some badly needed shekles in
the Tiger coffers.
But to get to the team About
thirty-five boys are working out
diligently and they are working
hard for some previoualy un-
heralded and unsung lads are
going to get .those six open places
In the starting lineup. At leset
six starters do not have letters
for only Wayne Flora. captain and
center. Dynamite Dunn. .Pill Mc-
Coy. James Rudy Allbritten and
"Dub" Elkins have earned their
"Coach Holland has a valued as-
sistant in Paul Perdue. the peppery
little guard and captain of the
Thoroughbreds in 1931. who is de-
voting most of his time to the
line. Charles T. Yarbrough. "Dub"
Russell. Pogue Outland. Charles
iJoesita. graduated Tigers, have also
been lending a helping hand this
Wk toward getting the boys in
..._ , .
Icoach or their many Iciyal sup- the non-latter men. in ocklitron to found.
porters in muggy., An entirely those suggested 'above.- are R. Stub- • Dr. Smith said it was extremely
new team must be molded. experi bleheld. end: Pat Covington."quer- fortunete that the break in' Mr.
ter and Van Haie. guard. Gropes hip was not in the joint.
The enthusiasm, energy and
loyalty of the Tigers as tisk/ get
ready is inspiring .ao all who
watch them. The boys have the
spirit that builds winning teams.
The, first test of the new ma-
chine is nigh on ta as the squad
will journey to Morganfield nada)
Week to meet the Guerillas. alualaa
-a good teams---A goodly crowit
fans is planning to go and lend
their hearty encouragement to the
cause.
The falowing Friday night, the
initial night contest will be held
with McKenzie. a long-standing
foe, on the bill. The full schedule
follows:-
Sept. 21. Morganfield. there:
Sept. 201. McKenzie, here. night:
Oct. 5, Metropolis. fhere: Oct 12,
Mayfield, here, night: Oct. 19.
Bowling Green, here: Oct. 26,
Central City, here, night; Nov. 2.
Fulton. there: Nov. 9, Dawson.
here; Nov. 16. Princeton. here:
Nov. 29, Grove High School. there.
Other 'games on the -chedule
may -be changed to night games._
. The sterling worth of the five
lettermen enumerated above is
well known. James Rudy All-
Witten appears to have, developed
more than any of the quintet sine.
last year and I'll venture to as-
sert that, barring injuries, James
Rudy will be getting a goad share
of the limelight this year. That
is, if he carries on as he has
begun.
Flora„was only a substitute last
year but is capable performer and
a leaderadepended on and liked
by all hid" teammates. Dynamite
Dunn. of course, speaks for him-
self through his feet as he darts
up and down the field. Dynamite
has gained 15 pounds Atm last
season. now weighing in at 141.
and has lost none of his speed.
Just as tough as ever. too.
Gene Irvan, on the varsita for
the first time. shows high promise
and Faughan. who got in some
games last year, gives every evi-
dence of performanae.
' Elkins appears set for a big year
at 'end and Bill MCCoy could make
the .11-conference  icars___Ld
would just ever make up his mind brought to the hospital by Charley
that he wants to. Hale., who happened along a fear
Among the more promising bf. minutes after Mr Grogan ,
Bernice Grogan
Severly Injured
Bernice Gr.ogan, about 65, pram-
inent farmer of the east side of the
county, will, recover from severe
and painful injuries which he suf-
fered Friday night of last week
when the buggy in Which he was
riding was struck by a truck of
the Bishop Transfer Co. driven by
Wilfred James.
Mr. Grogan .was -pleated on Ids
right side resulting in the shat-
tering of his right hip and the
breakina of his right collar bone
and -lour ribs. Fortunately no
complications -.have developed and
Mr. Grogan will be able to leave
the Mason Memorial Hospital in
a few days. Has --physician,a-Da.
H. Calvin Smith said, *impress,
that Mr. Grogan would have to
convalesce several months at home.
He was resting well the middle of
the week. . . _
Few details of the accident
obtained. The driver stopped but
became frightened and 'left the
scene of the accident. Relatives
said, however, that they did n
blame him for the accident
no charges have been placed.
Mr. Grogan's horse was discove
ed grazing in the yard of a neigh-
bor who investigated and Mr.
Grogan was found lying uneonscis
ous on the highway. ale_yas
Jack. Frazier
Storrs-Sekaefer Repeesensa-




an an the different shades and styles. See our Iii-
Swing, Free-Swing Double -Brea itea and Single-
Breasted Models We have them in 1..ner one or tuopants, and in all the newest colors, •
More proof that there, always something NEN at SLEDEES A great part of Ourprase canters in our clothing values. The tailoring makes the fit RIGHT . .. andthey keep their it Nothing but the famous Eari-(;10 linings are used in our suits.
$1 2.95 $25.00
Ask to,See Our Ling of BOYS' SUITS and FURNISHINGS
We catry the farness ARROW SHIRTS,
the original PRE-SHRUNK SHIRT. If
one evei shrinks one particle we are author-
ized to replace it with a NEW SHIRT, abso-
lutely FREE to you. ARROWS mean solid
and permanena_comfort to you.




All we ask is a comparison in our
HATS. We have the snappiest and
largest assortment_.of hats in Mur-
. '
Ask about. the. new SCRATCH
. and WATER-BLOC hats that we
are,, showing.
- LEE... DOBBS ... STETSON
Isn't this .a showing ior you. We
can match that NEW SUIT in a
hat.
OXFORDS
Friendlys, Fortune and Davidson
In these different lines we can give youa hat you want, either in enter or tests.




We carry a full line of SHIRTS.
and- SHORTS in price3 from
25c to 75c
A .Garment
- Also a shOwirig of anything in
the Union Suit line that you wav.
Rernehiber ARROW alsontakes 'un-
derwear and WE CARRY IT.
VITSLEDDcs`o.
"ItIf's New, We Have It"
At all times you will find a nice assortment of
ODD TROUSERS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, in
either Wool or Leather. Sox, Handkerchiefs
and Ties.




A For tri-motored plane visited
the city Monday under the spon-
sorship of Beale Motor Co., and
tise JACII8011 !Urchin Oil Co. The
big bus came in from Paducah at
eleven o'clock and remained over
until the same hour Tuesday, When
it took off for Mayfield.
Quite a number took rides Mon-
day afternoon and several went up
Tuesday morning.
A party of nine Murrayans
drove down to Paducah Monday
morning and rode the big ship
back to Murray. They were T.
0. Baucum. Oda McDaniel, T
Sledd. Jr.. Charley Crawford.
Gingles Wallis, Harry Sledd, R. H.
Falwell, Earl Holland. They re-
ported an uneventful trip. taking
33 minutes from the take-off at
Paducah. The ride was slow and
a little rough due to a cross wind.
The pilots also lost theisadirection
temporarily when they followed
the Illinois Central railroad toward
Mayfield, mistaking it for the al,
C. & St L line south.
Waldrop Wins 2nd
Lespedeza Prize
H. T. Waldrop. Murray seed
producer, returned from the Ken-
tucky State Fair Wednesday with
second prize in the entire lespe-
deza class. About 40 kinds of
lespedeza were competing and Mr.
Waldrop won his prize with his
serecia grade.
First prize was won by a Union




Funeral services for Mrs_ Sylvia
Dell Cloys, 18 years of age, were
held front the Antioch church,
Graves county. Wednesday after-
noon at 2 o'clock. Elder L IL
Pogue Was in charge of the ser-
vices and burial was in the Anti-
och cemetery.
.Mrs. Cloys died at the home of
her parents; Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Darnell, near Brown's Grove.
Tuesday following a short illneas
of tuberculosis. Surviving is her
husband. ,Treman Cloys, and her 
pairelatt. Mr." 'and Mrs. H. B.
Darnell.
Meet Monday, 4 p. m.
Adult Classes Will
Classes in adult education, under
the emergency relief act, will meet
at the high school next Monday
afternoon at four o'clock. It is
Important that all persons intend-
ing to take this work attend this
meeting,
LYNN GROVE TO HAVE
SUNDAY SCHOOL RALLY
Lynn Methodist church is spon-
soring a Sunday Schaal Rally
September 30, beginning at 9:30
taeock. The ratty- le-- trv show
people who do not attend Sunday
School just what the Sunday
School is doing and to urge more
people to go.
The rally opens with the Sunday
School lesson, and following is a
special program, planned by a com-
mittee selected by the superin-
tendent. Mr. Clark. consisting of
talks and special music.
Everyone is invited. A program
will follow next week.
11111111.11111111111111111111111111
Notice to the Barbers
and Beauticians
AND THE






aasamasainansasa-aaaa, aar - - ;
-
••••
The law regulating the pracilee
of Barbering and Beauty. Culture
for pay or without pay, provides
that you most have a license find
an established business.
The law provides a penalty of
not less than $25.00 or more than





Chas. D. Arnett, kee'y-Treas.









THE NEW SHOW SEASON
IS HERE!
We take pride Is calling your attention to the GREAT
attractions coming soon for your entertainment.
Without reservations Ike coming weeks will bring you
the BIGGEST PARADE OF HITS OF THIS OR ANY
OTHER SEASON:
/ally% Alia major studios are expending all their re-
sources to truly make this new shots season a season of
CERTIFIED PICTURES. But you needn't take our word


















Mr De; Iffig of "liarsd lip awl Clserr")
CLAIRE TREVOR
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Y 111 /fit ES I LADG R
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Miss Oma Kirks Died Friday After
Two Weeks Illness of
Infection.
Miss Oma Kirks, 25, confessed
mother of the mangled baby which
was found in the rear of hor home
in northeast Murray a little more
than two weeks 'ago, died Friday
of peuperal - septicema. •
The young woman admitted,
wbe,ri the baby was found. that it
was born to her in the back yard
but that, she lost consciousness
through pain and .did not know
what became of it It was later
found with evidences of mangling
by dogs or other animals and
buried in the city cemetery.
Miss Kirks is survivevd by her
mother. Mrs. Ada Lawrence, two
sisters Mrs. Alma Lee Stalls. Mur- "The remaining one-third, the
ray, and Mrs. Lois Ellen Jones.. act states, "Shall, by the Auditor
Granite City. Ill., her grandparents, of Public Accounts, on or before
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Kirks. the 15th day of the second month
following the end of each quarter.
She was a member of the Sugar
bTree Baptist church. Funeral ser-
e credited to a fund to be known
vice,' were conducted from the
Ledbetter church Saturday after-
noon at two o'clock by the Rev.
Fleetwood Rogers and burial was
in the church cemetery,
Counties To Get
Sales Tax Shares
Mickey Malone and Annabelle
Schumann. Campbell county 4-H
club members and winners of the
state baking contest, have. sold a
large number of cakes locally
Read the Clas*Ifiest Column.
Frankfort, ,Ky., Sept. 8.—Distri-
bution of the counties' share of
the three. per cent gross receipts
tax collections probably will begin
in November followed by allot-
ments at quarterly intervals
If the new tax produces $10,-
500,000—the estimate of its spon-
sors at the special legislative ses-
sion—the counties will receive
93.500,000 a year as the law re-
quire*, that one-third of the reve-
nue be distributed among the
counties on the following basis:
One-third according to popula.
tion, one-third according to area,
and one-third el:pally.
The act stipulates that the total
revenue from the -tax be convert-
ed through the Auditor into the
State treasury and that two-thcrds
of it be credited lp the general
fund.
as the 'county road fund.' and shalt
distrbute said fund immediately to
the several counties ol the Com-
monwealth . ."
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z.
Carter, superintendent,- Min Jane
Veal will_ rondoet the worship
next Sunday morning 9:30 to .9:45.
The women won in the attendance
contest last Sunday. •Men, get
busy and beat 'ern next Sunday.
Pastor will preach at 10:45 A M.
and 7:30 P M. All members and
friends of the church urged to-lass
present. We extend a special in-
vitation to students and faculty
members.
Special church meeting at 2:00
o'clock next Sunday afternoon.
This means both men and women.
We want to consider some very
vital matters in the life and work
WORK 
of the church. Come and urge
other members to be present.
_ __The Toterrneatiate _Christian F.n,
PURINA DOG CHOW is fcd by eleavor Society is inviting all the
more hunting dog owners than any , young people of the church -to be
other brand of dog food because their guests at their meeting Sun-
It CONDITIONS DOGS FOR day eveningtit 8:45 o'clock. Meet.
Q HARD WORK. Drop in tug in Sunday school audtterium.

























night at 7.15 o'clock.
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME"
• E. B. Motley. Pastor
J. W. CLOPTON & Daviess county homemakers are
COMPANY making cheese ,for _home use, sn
Tare. teaching non-club members
how to make it.Depot Street
Murray, Kentucky Banks at Cynthiana are lending
money to 4-H club members to buy
We Pay Highest Cash Prices purebred dairy stock.
for Produce
- - ____ •
J. E.littleton & Co.
- HAZEL, KENTUCKY
Concentrating on Quality, Fashion, and Price Ap-
peal, we are offering some of our many Fall Sug-
gestions.
MEN'S HATS
It is time to discard your straws
and buy a new fall felt. High
crown, narrow brims. Colors:




They are different this
fall, but easy to wear, and










FRET We will give awayLai free Saturday, the
15th at 3:00 p. m., one pair
of MEN'S DUCKHEAD OV-




By L. .1. Mertin
A study of the clay deposits of
Western Kentuck and Tennessee
in the territory near the proposed
Aurora Dam is being made by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
with the view of ascertaining the
extent, nature, and possibilities
of this world-famous clay.
Samples of the clay at Potter-
town, Ky., in Calloway County,
only a few miles from the site
of the proposed TVA power dam.
have been obtained by the Cham-
ber of Commerce . here. -These
samples will be sent to govern-
ment and university geologists for
analysis and a report on the poss-
ible value and uses of the various
kinds submitted.
When Dr. A. E. Morgan visit-
ed' Murray and the dam sites on
the Tennessee River near here, he
stopped at Pottertown where he
took samples of the clay with him
for later analysis. While address-
ing a huge "Aurora Dam" audi-
ence at Murray Stal College, Dr.
Morgan declared:
-The Valley region has all the
resources we need'  clay in
western Teariessee and Kentucky
which is wonderful material for
china and pottery",
Arthur Hargis. manager of the
pottery and clay mine at Potter-
town. Ky., told the Murray Cham-
ber of Commerce' this week that
the demand for his clay products
had steadily increased during the
past three years and that at times
last year his plant was unable to
supply the demand. It is believed
that the clay of this entire sec-
tion is unexcelled anywhere in
the world.
According to George I. Whit-
lach, assistant geologist of the
Tennessee Division of Geology, as
reported in the Paris, Tenn., daily,
this deposit of clay "runs in a
continuous belt 'beginning in Illi-
nois and running through Tennes-
see". Of particular interest to
advocating the constriiethan
of the Aurora Dam is the fact that
this belt parallels the Tennessee
River and the TVA development
in the lower valley.
Among the known uses for, the
various kinds of clay are: for pot-
tery, earthenware, brick, tile, for
bleaching motor oils and cotton
seed oil, chinaware, and extrac-
tion of various chemicals. A 'fur-
'flier stlidi of the. enlarged possi-
bilities of the clay products is
being -.pursued the -Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
Among the kinds of clay in this
region are: ball' wad, sagger, and
stonewear clays. At present the
clay, ,at Potterfown is dug out by
manpower, using picks and
shovels. Manager Hargis said that
at no, point was the clay there
over 20 feet underground, and
in many places it was on the sur-
face. The men are now digging
it from a spot where a small
!dream has carried away the top
soil or "overburden". ,
The chief obstacle. Mr. Hargis
pointed out, is the removing of this
overburden. With the introduction
of cheap power and efficient
machinery by the construction of
the Aurora Dam near here, of-
ficials believe this region as well
as others can be profitably devel-
oped in respect to the clay in-
dustry, giving work to many men
and adding to the economic wealth
of the communities.
The, early history of . the clay
industry here is not known, but it
has been ascertained that pottery
making took place long before the
Civil War. The discovery of pot-
tery at Wickliffe Mounds, recently
excavated by Fain King, is evi-
dence that this clay Probably was
utilized by the ancient rsces, an-
tedating even the Indians.
That this section is being serious-
Marriage9Eicense
A marriage license was issued
Saturday, September 1, to Elbert
McKinney, Murray, Route 2, and
Viola Davis, Hazel, Route 2.-The
bride is the daughter .of Reuben
Davis and the bridegroom .is the
son- of Mr. and Mrs. Casco Mc-
Kinney.
A license was istaued ndonday,
September 3. to Faunt Walker
Route 8, and Birdie Duncan, Route.
8. The bride is the daughter Of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Duncan and the
bridegroom is the son of Mr.
Mrs. Yohn Walker.
License were issued Saturday,
September 8, to Herman Outland,
Murray, and Lucille Outland, Mur-
ray. The bride is the daughter,
of Mr. and Mrs.' W. T. Outlet:tit
and the'bridegroom-is the son cdf
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Outland.
A license was issued to Charles
R. Rains, Murray, and Florence
Williams. Murray. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Williams and the bridegroom it
the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Rains. A license was issued to
Parvin Bedwell, Dexter and Betts
lah Enoch, Farmington. The
bride is the .. pushier of Mr. and
Mrs. Gus" Efroch and die bride-
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Bedwell.
A marriage license was issued
Sunday, September 9, to McSwain
Jackson, Paris, and Jeneva Mobley,
Paris. The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Mobley and
the bridegroom is the son of Mr,
and Mrs. Grandville Jackson.
Build Sanitary
Toilets in County
Sanitary toliets are being built
in the county by relief workers'
under the supervision of County
Stinitary Inspector Linville Yates.
Projects are under construction at
Dexter and Hazel. -
This sanitary work is being
done by the relief organization and
the county. The applicant must
_furnish material* for the work
and the construction and planning
will be furnished according to
Yates. county inspector.
ly considered by the clay indus-
tries is evidenced by the publica-
tion recently of a long iodide on
the clay mines of .this part of the
United States in the "Ceramic






Over Lee & Elliotts
Our new location is a spacious
three compartment beauty salon
conveniently located.
We invite the Murray College
Students to Murray and to visit













Eight years of actual ex-
perience is behind all re-
pair work done here.








STARTS SUNDAY AT THE CAPITOL
Sterling Holloway and Mary Boland in a scene from "DOWN TO
TIIEIR LAST YACHT," RK0 musical -einzavagansa, showing Sunday
and Monday at the Capitol Theatre,
South Howard Nine
Loses to Hardin, 7-1
Hardin stopped South Howard's
winning streak last Saturday by
by defeating the Calloway club
7-1 on the Hardin park. Forger-
son, tossing for Hardin. was in
rare form and was ably bacçd
by his team mates to hold their
opponents to a lone tally. Brown
was the losing pitcher.
Hardin Will invade the local
catnp- Friday in an effort to win
the fourth game of a series of
five. The standing to date is
Hardin 2, South Howard 1.
The Howard outfit has enjoyed
a very successful season with a
standing of 19 wins and 5 losses
to date. :
, Pine Bluff is 'on schedule for
the Saturday afternoon conflict
to be played at South Howard.
Manager Webb states that a
game will be prayed•on the bottle
field Wednesday. September 19.
KTIOCH CHURCH OF CHRIST
Next Lord's day. September it
we will have an all day service at
Antioch. '
The congregation at Antioch has
recently built a new , .meeting
house, and we are having the first
service next Sunday. We will
have two services and dinner on
the -church ground:
H. Pogue, the regular minis-
ter, will preach at 11 o'clock A.
M., and we hope to have Bro.
Robert McGregor of Paducah and
a number of other ministers as
speaker in the afternoon.
We are expecting_ one of the
largest eroivds• that has ever been
at Antioch. So. be sure and eome
and bring your friends.
L. -H. Pogue, Minister.
aNr
Honor Roll
Correspondents and regular con-
tributors who get their copy in
on Monday:
'Stella Gossip
County Agent J. T. Cochran
Brooks Chapel
South Pleasant Grove
Rev. Z. B. Motley
Rev. J. C Barr
Capitol _Theatre
L J. Horan
Elder L H. Pogue
'Stella Gossip wears the crown
of having contributed his copy
more regularly on Monday than
any correspondent this paper ever
had. For some inexpicable, but
we know justifiable, reason it
failed to arrive Monday. But it
would Se the unfairest thing im-
aginable to leave "Eagle" off this
honor roll.
There's one simple qualification
for the, honor roll. "copy on Mon-




Coy Crass was placed under $500
bond after an inquiry held by
City Judge George Wallis in con-
nection with the finding of the
mutilated body of an infant on
North Fifth street Wednesday,
August -29. -Crass was charged
with aiding and abetting in the
concealing of the birth of a child.
The mother, Miss Orna Elnor
Kirks. died Saturday, September
8. Crass will await the action
of the November grand lurY.
Warren county homemakers are
using improved gardening meth-
ods, and are canning more pro-
ducts than in past years.
AFTER ALL
44
One .of the 'main things that help
us along the road to success is
APPEARANCE. For that fresh,
well dressed feeling, send your
clothes to the MODEL CLEAN-
ERS where they will receive ex-
pert handling by trained cleaners












MRS. W. F. PADGETf
CALLED BY DEATH
Mrs. Beulah Jones Padgett. wife
of Mr. W F. Padgett. one of the
owners and managers of the Rip-
ley Box tti Basket Co. liaised
away at the Methodist hospital in
Memphis Saturday night, Septem-
ber 1.'" She had been in failing
health-for over a year, but was
only carried to the hospital about
three weeks ago. However. she
had received the finest medical
attention from physicians, here and
in Kentucky, her former home,
having made several trips there
for treatment. She was, also the
object Of the dearest attention and
affection that any husband could
lavish upon his wife, even to the
extent of absenting himself from
his business at any and all times
when he could be of service to her.
and neighbors and friends like-
wise vied with each Other to show
their fondness and esteem for this
good woman by words of kindness
and loving ministrations. So beau-
tiful and attentive to each other
had been the married life of Mr,
and Mrs. Padgett that Oh:Ise-who
knew them best sdid they were the
most affectionate couple they had
ever seen.
Mr. and Mrs. Padgett came to
Ripley about 10 years ago, and in
addition to the extensive business
enterprise. thesRipley Box and
Basket Co., which was launched
by Mr. Padgett and his associates,
he and his wife at once became
active members Of the Ripley
Methodist church and later - he was
elected a steward, which position
he now holds and has filled for
several years. As long as her
health permitted they attended
the services of the church with
that regularity whic-becometh a
true Christian and chuieft worker,
and after illness forbade her com-
ing, their' constant prayer was
that she might regain her health
and again take their places in the
house of their Lord.
Mrs. Padgett, who was 58 yes 
of age, is survived by her hus-
band: two brothers. B. F. and E.
C. Jones; a sister, Mrs. Elmer
Young. Gilbertsville. Ky.; five
half-brothers. Hulon. Clay. Boyd.
Virgil and Wyman Jones andTWO
half sisters, Mrs. Herb Inman and
Mrs. Ovie Allen, all of Padiacah.
Ky.
The remains Were brought tilher
home in Ripley Sunday, where'
many friends called to empregs to
the husband their deepest sympa-
thy in the loss of his dear com-
panion. and to look upon her
sweet face for the last time. On
Monday morning the body. ..w.ritr,
taken to Paducah for inters/Mt
Funeral services were held Stec
'afternoon at 4, o'clock in Feesaa.,
tam n Avenue Methodist ch..
Oonducted by the pastor.
Howell Taylor. Prior to last No;
'yember Rev. Taylor was for four
years pastor of the -Ripley Metho-
dist church, and her pastor. and
fitting indeed was„it to. have mail
so familiar with her 'lovable char-
acter to officiate on this occasion,
and pay her the' beautiful tribute,
she so justly deserved.—Ripley,
Tenn. Enterprise.
••••
Several community dipping vats
are being constructed in Boyle
county to take care of the increas-
ing number of sheep.
Korean lespedeza was substi-
tuted for more than half the Puri
aski county soybean and cowpa,i,
crop, and is growing well,,
Read the Classified Column.
HELLO, BUDDY!






We welcome you on your return to Murray and in-
vite you to visit the new little shop—The REGAL
DRESS SHOPPE—upstairs on the west side of the
square.
—THE SMARTEST IN APPAREL ALWAYS—
FROCKS
are so individual and priced so thrift-
ily at the REGAL SHOPPE that you'll -
feel you've made a happy discovery _
when you see them. They're showing
the most precious little ssoolens and
silks agleam with metallic threads. And
the new Autumn silks are styled for
every smart occasion.
HOSE
that will tone in subtly with any cos-
tume. Black-brown. dark Taupe and
Clear Brown.
The high quality Ringless Hose for
51.00; others 79c.
REGAL DRESS SHOPPE
UPSTAIRS ON. WEST SIDE SQUARE
-7-We are glad to join hands with pur fellow
business men and the citizens of this com-
imunity n welcoming the college students
to Murray both old and new.
[tin our pleasureltot only to serve this com-
munity but also to co-operate with it. as a
part of it, in every worthy enterprise.
"Take care of your eyes—use proper light-
ing when you study."
Kentucky-Tennessee
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Mayfield  Industrial And Mercantile PeopleFind Business On The Up-Grade
Merit Clothing Company Important Factor
In Industrial Life of Mayfield, Graves Co.
tee review of the business and.
: proteissional life of such a popu-
- haus trading center as Mayfield
Alan be complete without an out-
line of the industrial institutions
which operate tti the advantage
. of all civic program
• In Mayfield the executives of the
Merit Clothing Cu are ective in
Keeping Mayfiekts iodustriel nose
pointed toward the goal and in
,performing to the best of their
ability in keeping their city ahead
in the battle to surviee the inter-
national economic edietrees. They
have done well
The payroll of the MeritCloth-
ing Co. is one of the incentives
to mercantile activity and the
taxes paid by this institution aid
in making Mayfield the desirable
place that it is They have beeti
in business for 36 years.
The products manufactured at
Mayfieldf Style Mart and Merit
Clothes are of high quality and
rated standard throughout the
trade. They carry the name of
Mayfield to the distant markets
thrdughout the country. As a
means of broadcasting commune's
merit this concern has no rival and
Innen edivertising of the jnost fav-
orable kind has been the Merit
Clothing company's gift to the
city- in which it operates.
Community pride in this insti-
tution is pronounced and the con-
cern has always done its share to
deserve the support of a 'com-
munity with a fine civic mantle.
Mayfield people are proud of their
prestige among the Kentucky cities
and the institutions which have
helped to advance Mayfield com-
mercially and' industrially "win
their whole-hearted sukport.
The writer extends his warmest
wishes to the executives of The
Merit Clothing Co for a continu-
ation of the splendid policies which
have operated so favorably to the
city and to the industry itself.
TORPEDO WIEST GAS SOLD
BY ILLINOIS OIL CO.; 10 STATIONS
In this day of automobiles and
progressive improvements in all
kinds of machinery, it is very
portant that every city and town
have oil. end gasoline supply firms.
. The Illinois Oil Co. of Mayfield.
enjoys a tremendous business and
renders a very complete and ef-
ficient service.
The Illinois Oil Co.. heeded. by
W. E. Shelton. Jr..--ie located at the
corner of South 9th in Mayfield.
It is a Mayfield concern independ-
ently owned dealing in the pro-
ducts of a famous producer. It
has no connection with any major
nit enoneern This - means. briefly.
high quality and low prices.
Genial, courteous and accom-
modating gentlemen themselves.
they insist that all of the employee
ithder their supervision maintain"
their standard of service and as a
result it is a very pleasant task to
do business With Mr. Shelton's
firm The management thorough-
ly understands the business, can•
men you -informirtion as regards
What oils and greases are best
tuned to your needs and are
always willing and anxious to .do
this
The Illinois Oil Co. is favored by
heriditatsecifeihttorietsetriedsis- evic-
tion and when you patronize this
appular' oil concern you not only
Ave superior gasoline, motor
Gilt and gerasee. hut _la service
that includes authorateve informa-
tion.
While it is serving a large por-
tion of all this section. the credit
for its growth arid business is due
to Mr. Shelton *ho is well known
and well liked. It should be a
matter of civic pride with the
people of this section to see that
they get oils and gasoline from this
concern, which deserves the loyal
patronage and support of all
interested in the progress ot their
home community. • s
The Illinois Oil Co., hits ten
stations' in .Cal1o4zay- and Graves
dimity. On your way to May-
field stop at E. C. Neal it Lynn-
Grove or J. 't. Cochran a* Kirkseie
Both are Illinois Oil stations and
bath teed fellows.
W. E. Shelton, Jr.. is also dis-
tributor for Kelly-Springfield tires
in Calloway and Graves county.
YOUNG MENS.EUILDING AND LOAN ,
ASSISTS IN CIVIC DEVELOPMENT I -1:-21°-lek7 or:1 17:f it311°e
The Young Mens.. Budding &
/man Asociatuan is a very sub-
stantial financial institution that
aids in the progress and develop-
, Ment of this section by furnishing
•paople with a comprehensive fi-
nancial service. including loans
and modern ,savings daciirties_
-L'ader the''abte management of
prominent and well -known bus-
iness People and financiers this
company is a sound financial ins-
titution that has sprung up among
the people themseTiT-es and ethic
. is conducted for the. purpose, of
according the publie edegeete
ing and borrowing facilities and
encouraging business
In constitutes one cit. the most
itneop_rtaet... factors eof.. tr ciirriee
muney and servest as' a barometer
to progress of the city and com-
munity where it is located. It is
tine of the leading - institutions of
the community--safe. strong and
conservative.
At the head of Thee Young ?dens
Building and Loan Association are
eestecntives who are assisted by
ailtstsints of unquestionable bus-
iness ability.. It is a plea:ore t
tilthsact business with ahem 'and
- • • • 
.their associates for they exercise
their courtesy to their patrons re-
gardless of whether the business
be large ore. small. tttiese'folki have
won for it an enviable record for
square - dealings and straightfor-
ward methods and the pfogress
that ' their institution hes made
is proof of their good judgment
We wish to compliment the
Yoimg. Meru Building & Lean Ass
sociation and its.manapeonent upon
the very valued eerviceeehe
rennering to the public andewieh
to say right here that their ser-
ene-eitat- es- inostenesentina
and is -rendered in an admirable
manner. Readers of this iesue will
find a call at this office both inter-
esgnd you, can
depend upon the aRvide. informa-
tion and service they offer to any-
one desiring safety in savings.
They feature loans and savings ae-
eresete No matter what___Ment-
matien you may desire or under
what circumstances you' Wish to
consult them in the matter of save
ings, you- will find that when you
have come to this rem you have
placed the matter in able end com-
petent hands.
MAYFIELD'S FAMOUS HOTEL HAIL
ADVANCES CITY'S PRESTIGE
The Hall .i a veotereete nrieevn
hotel where .the 'best of .every•
thing issta-beeited. Courteous. et--
ficlent service is. the ceitstanding
featnre. AnythIng that contributes
to the happiness of the traveling
public and suburban patron is at
hand
was a reigns* place for the weary
traveler 'who stopped for a Malt
or perhaps a few days lodging.
The Inn was a nettersl meeting
place for men high up in iniiitary
affairs and affairs'. of the stale'
Gathered nightly around the fire.
the momentous problems of the
day were ...discussed with the
stranger who happened to -pause
in his journey. -
In the conversation of 'reveler,
certain teotels named stand out as
the ones from which the best 'of
Modern service can be. received
By this means as well.ae Others,
certain hotels are made famous.
Caistatnii- Hall hotel in Mayfield
ranks as Vine ei thoee to whom all
the people turn when they are
away from home Nothing that
could contribute in the ernallest
way to happiness and convenience
o/ she traveling public in Omitted.
You are greeted with a !erne and




-- From the smallest bell-boy to
,hose whin are at the head-of this
progressive institution, a estranger
is made to feel that he is in a
real home Indeed it ts- a Mali
home for it has all the conven-
iences
e
 that moctetn science has
ero
.As you arrive at the doer.- a'
courteous bell -boy meets you and
in that easy heiendly _way .he es-
cortet you to the desk. ne4.' the
C-Wric "extends to -you the glad
hand of welcome and -offers the
best Mat they have.
As the door of , your -"room is
opened for you. the spotless
white .of the _ 'linen and towek
strikes you You cannot help but
notice the eleanlevesa and easy
cottifort of the roam. Your en-
thusuisrn mounts, to' a high place.
If _there is nothini more which
you desire you lenge around with
'that comfortable feeling of well
being
Every thine _ that your-he-all
wishes tor is al a mortetheintear
The service that you receive in a
friendly, efficient way are the sign
poets by , which the Hall Hotel
is marked- out along the histhway
of the traetain.k
prorninent establishments- of fits
kind in the count-a. Providing as
it dotes ̀ only the finest Quality. of
groceries. _fruits and vegetables at
most reasonable prices. •
This prominent store. is strictly
modern, clean and sena:in. Pur-
'chasing as they do onlynehe finest
grades of groceries and fruits' and
keeping them in their up-to-date
method, the public is ensured of
erdye the beit in gide-eine and
frttit
A strong feature and one that
akied-latetn- most trr ler-ging 
the front is -their system of having
all - -fruits - during their particular
seasons er-wherr-the public derrr.-3,
it The. roost
Het* you not only saee on' the
Price of your groceries. vegetables
MAYFIELD
- - -A Tribute
Jesse Rainaford Sprague, one of America's
keenest observers of industrial trends uses a rea
cent issue of the Saturday Evening Post to point out
the South's rapid return to better times. Mr.
Sprague's encouraging article finds factual foun-
dation right here in Kentucky.
Mayfield in Graves county is an example. Indus-
trially and commercially Mayfield is staging a
rapid comeback. Parking space is at a premium,
the stores are full and cash registers are tinkling
the tune which spells happiness for everyone. .
In this section dedicated to Mayfield will be
found articles about Mayfield's leaders both com-
mercially and industrially. To the May-field con-
cerns who made this edition possible we extend our
cordial good wishes and our congratulations on
their return to happier times.
BARTON FIRM OFFERS CLOTHING
OF DISTINCTION AT LOW PRICES
R. H. Barton is recognieea as a a He must be an, efficient buyer,
leading men's clothing and turn-ii well versed in the styles of the
ishing establishment in this ciam-i den and with  e kno.wledgeseg. the
• ° I demands of his customers It is
The Barton firm sells high classt.: this feature of the trade that has
clothing end furnishings for men I, made this store so popular with
and young men at prices that de-' the people of this section.
note • real, true valge, and they are In men's clothing- Yeti will find
among the wide, awake business
men of int community, they 
cater. the stock large, selected by buyer*
to every taste' and have a mosti of 
excellent





It is with a feeling of satisfac- The Barton store is stocked with
tion that the customers enter this' the greatest variety of quality
establishment,-, men, f men's clothing in the county.
Realizing that the service extend-. Popular prices prevail, -automat-
ed - this year will be considered 'fically going lower as materials,
when the next season approaches.., manufacturing and retailing prices
this well known house has chosen' will permit, this protects . the
its stock with a view to giving its; buyer. The many patrons come
customers. the •greatest vales. poss.: from all, Qearters of the county
ible. When it comes to readymadeff and outside as dell,
clothing they have lines.. which . This well known place is a
are so- complete as to styles, ma: very prominent and well known
terial and prices that the _most if business firm, a progressive bona-
particular can find something suit- ,.er for the community. we are
able. But the success of a defiler pleased to compliment -it upon the
in this line rests not only with the metropolitan service and public
price wtue'h he pays for his goods. spirited policies.
CUSTOMERS GIVEN FULL CO-OPERATION
BY um EXCELLENT FOOD -CONCERN
Admirably located in Mayfield. anelfruits but you - get quick cour-
teous service. They take great pride
In serving the public promptly and
oblingingly. If you are not
familiar with. the different kinds
of brands they will. gladly explain
them to you. Many customers have
learned the relative value of dif-
ferent groceries through the cour-
tesy of the Kentucky Markets.
Dally this well known canceizi is
serving more people. The demand
for their products is always in-
creasing. They 'meet with the ap-
probation of the public and there
are few families in this Vicinity
who are hot patrons of this estab-
- '
In this business review we wish
'to -congratulate -the •community
upon having such a wholesome
sanitary-- establishment, so ably
managed, in their midst
BRICK CONCERN OF MAYFIELD
PROMOTES CIVIC WELFARE
In Mayfield the executives of is the prominent firm in this
el a Wickersham Co.. are being one of the, firms that has
ective in keeping the city's Indus- been seelcted_ by the county of-
nose pointed toward the goal ncials to supply ,the greatest part
and m performing to—the best o 01 the brick for public Frojeetk
their ability in keeping their city X. B. Wickersham CO. is Undar
ahead in the battle to survive the The -direction of progreeeive bus-
international econornice. distress -Mess men who are thoroughly cope
The bricks manufactured at ;Via}... versant with every feature of the
field by the Wickersham firm are business. They have been mesons-
of high quality*and rated standerd -able for the tremendous strides to
-throughout the trade., the front . that this concern has
- In -this- section partienteriy. itwins- -made-- and together- with their as-
trial Peagrees has been benefineet iodates 'have always 'been a
by them. . There is nothing !nor beoster for the community. They
important than the continued de- have been ready and willing at all
vetoptrient of the beading Indus- times to lend their business wit-
try and their psoducts aids . item and personal assistance to all
maintaining the .f volume of build- propositions .that promised aid to.
Aug. 'and expansion in the city the development of the city and
and surround-ir.g territo-Y- This serrostiding countryi
BY MAYFIELD AUTO PARTS CO,
When a—reempany- dealing in
auto supplies gives a ceimmunity
the benefit of a large and varied-
the very lass-t that the
market affords and places them
on sale at the loweet price ob-
tainable anywhere: it es a real ser-
vice. The Mayfield Auto f Parts
serves both the wholesale and the
retail trade
Not an article on their shelves
has been placed tnere without a
thorough eifivestigation of Its
merits tiy= this. concern and by,
doing such a large. volume of
bileiness they are enabled to buy
in such large lots that a ,aow write
is made Feasible. _That is what we
call constructive merchandising,'-
We kind that makes any eirm more
sticaessfut and ano helps build
The Mayfield Auto. Parts stoat.
dheludes all, the national standard
'parts and supplies as. well as a
number of specialties and novel-
ties none the less practical. A
visit to, their establishment is suf-
ficient to convince any one of the
relative advanaea.ge of dealing there
and the wise mcitorist need make
only one visit to -satisfy Meisel/
on this point
The %Open iss under the 'direc-
tion of a live wire ktesestuks •
elitalippreciates the value of good
Service as a trade winner and he
and Poe associate. are alweys will-
ing and anxious to accemmodate
Sheir. patrons He - has always
taken an active interest in the de-
velopmerit of this. corninunity and
is knov.m as among our foremost
ELECTED MILK FROM SELECTED HERDS
MAYFIELD DAIRY PRODUCTS-Ca'S PLEDGE
Pure butter cannot be made of
milk that is not clegn and san-
itary. Neither can it be made in
an unsanitary plant. Here you
will find one of the most up-to-
date plants in this part of the
country. Your own kitchen or
that of`a dietician cannot be kept
in any more favorable condition
than the plant of Mayfield Dairy
Product, Co.
De you realize the food value of
ice cream? Ice cream is made from
pure milk and cream under the
most 'sanitary condition.; possible.
Cloverleaf delicious ice cream is
noted_ for its creaminess and fine..
flavor and is greatly in demand
not only in Murray and vicinity,
but also in surrounding territory as
well •
You will be more than pleased
with their service for parties, wed-
dings, banquets, church or club
specials. They will prepare ice
cream for you in any style desired.
Try one of their special moulds
for your next party.
This firm is also a valuable as-
set to the farming community. It
furnishes a market for their select-
ed milk from selected herds and
cream. Farmers may tie assured
that they will receive a square
deal here.
Many farmers are surprised to
find so much profit in milk and
cream, as they have disavered
since they sell to this reliable
company which demands selected
milk from selected herds. Whets
you want better prices for your
selected milk from selected herds
and cream take it to them.
Here you will find all dealings
pleasant, courteous and accom-
modating with the sole idea o
giving each patron satisfactory
serviee.
In making this business:: review
of the onward progress of
this busy city we are availing our-
selves of the opportunity to com-
pliment this reliable firm, upon
their commendable business meth-
ods. We assure our readers that
they can find no better firm to
deal with than this one.
LEGION AND PRINCESS THEATRES
OFFER FINEST MOVIE ATTRACTIONS
The Legion Theatre I:as taken
its place in the social and educa-
tional world of this part of the
state and has become an institution
in the life of the people that has
been beneficial to the young, old
and, middle 'aged.
The Legion is appointed most ex-
cellently, the ventilation and cool-
ing arrangements are the best that
cart be secured and all sanitary
precautions are taken for the
health of the people. Here amidst
comfortable surroundings you are
entertained while music that en-
trances drives dull care away.
The plays are clean and the
themes are selected with great
care so that the ladies and chil-
dren of the surrounding territory
know this place as their moving
picture home. A quiet sir of re-
finement pervades the audiences
and this accounts for the large
patronage from. all ctasses of
people.
If you bave not formed the
show habit you ought to. 7ro -deem
sonic evening even though you
have put in a hard .day's work.
You will be mueh-rerredhed-iiid
all the more ready for your next
day's work. Take the whole
family with you a.; the price is
very reasonable. High class :pic-
tures from some el' the country's
leading producer are the kind of
productions shown here. You will
see at the Legien the world's
greatest - movie stens.
In making thii; review of the
social life of this part of the state
we are glad to compliment the
-
management upon the popularity
of this theatre and upon the posi-
ting It occupies In the life qf the
people. It has been aptly said, that
it is *truly -The House of Quality
or Broadway at Hefid. The Prin-
cess • Theatretin Mayfield - is under
the same management. 'he same
policies -are in force and both
theatres are open on Sundays....
Teeth and Your Health
Oer_teetb in_ many instances are the fundamental causes of. both geed
and bad health. Well cared for teeth promoted better health in the
entire system. Teeth that are decayed and infected with pus are a
menace to health and always affect some other organ of the human
body. interfering with Its correct functioning and presage a run down
condition or more specifically. a serious ailment, resulting in many
eases. fatally. X-ray Service, Ultra Violet Ray Treatments.
One hundred years ago the neg-
lect. of dentistry by the medical
profession led to its development
as, a special study, and while the
relationship was recognized by
sorne, only in comparatively re-
cent •e-ears nave both the medical.
and dental professions definitely
realized the relationship between
the condition of one's teeth and
health in general.
Sir William Oster, one of Eur-
ope's greatest authorities"on inter-
nal medicine has said: 'There is
not one single thing in prevent-
ive medicine that equals mouth
hygiene and preservation of the
teeth.- Dr. Charles H. Mayo. of
Rdchester. Minnesota, says: "It is'
quite as important that dehliste
have a general knowledge of .dis-
ease as it, is that physicians have
it, and 'while it is. true that the
dentist should referemany patients
to the physician for medical ex-
aminations, it is also true that the
physician Should refer many' more
to the dentist for the good of the
patient"
He further states: "Neuritis, ar-
thritis, anemia, asthma, ulceration
of the stomach, gastritis,
high blood pressure, colds, bron-
chial infections and many other
systemic infections result from in-
fected teeth and three-fourths of
the abdominal cases operated on
at the Mayo Clinic are the con-
sequential results of infection
arising from the teeth."
These and countless other similar
statements by 'eminent autherities
on disease strongly substantiated
the fact that many of ous physical
.ills are often caused by ulcerated
teeth and diseases 'of turrOunding
tissues. Dentists have consequent-
acquired a _general knowledge
of the physical ailments, and in
so doing have- made dental prac-
tice a most important specialty in
preventive medicine.
For this reason it is important
that everyone have • a thoroughf
dental examination at least twice'
a year
Dr- ̀ C. C. Kemper's office is-
located in Mayfield on South
sniedt phone 205. and is one of
our prominent professional - insti-
tutions which is enjoying a large
and well merited clientele from
the eity; and surrounding terri-
tory.
This office has made a scientific
study of the diseases and aches
bons of the teeth and is perfortri-
ing a public service that cote-
mends the hightsistommendation
as the work is done in a most
satisfaetor manner.
HOME BEAUTY AND DISTINCTION
FUNCTION OF MOREHEAD BROS.
Morehead Bros store carries a
large stock of wall paper and
wall coverings, as well as Paints.
_Pelle' ..to both ordi-
nary and distinctive interior -deco-
.issning and outside work.
They enjoy a tremendous business
because of ..pi egi essive policies arid
high. quality. They are well and
favorably known not only in this
city, but in all surrounding terri-
tory as well.
This section - is forttuiale-toshave
such a progreteive firm to serve
us in wall paper 'and paint, for it
adds in no little way to the pro-
.grees and prosperity on, the com-
munity If you want anything in
this line.. teiepherie Morehead Bras,
call at their, establishment. write
Anima-and you cefi 'depend on
tt that this well known firm will.
see that you get it
The department for wall paper is
most complete. carrying everything
from kitchen arid bedroom papers
'to the best papers leeyou are
figuring on any' 'decorating this
year yeti- should heok over this
the community greatness. . citizens. , line.
• e ... • nee Ade







... 'A part, of the excellent service
at this store is the fact that they
are able to give you valuable "sug-
estions on e .kirfd of paper
you need...to__ match the surround-
ings in your home. . All you have
to do is to step in there .and give
the salesman an idea and the kind
of room you desire to decorate
and how it is furnished and they
will be glad to aid you in the
selection of the color shade add
grade cif pepee'dind tell you how
it should be hung so ;that your
home will be beautiful in the
interior.
Morehead Bros. store maintains a
complete paint department and if
you are contemplating painting
you, bad better see them. Both in
the wall paper and paint line they
can save you money son quality
geode
When one is in 'need of. any-
thing in the wall paper—lane-
does net have to run around from
store to store, searchingfor what
he needs; he care net in...at More-
head Bros. Store. 105 South 7th.
In Mayfield.
MAYFIELD CONCERN LEADING
IN QUALITY AT LOWER PRICES
- Prominent among the progressive
institutions of this community is
this up-to-date grocery where
'hatiollaNsTORthili and atteerelsed
brands of staple and fancy gro-
ceries are 'featured.
They handle at all times fresh
and cured meats and .their re-
frigerator system is of the best,
keeping their meats in first class
condition at all times.
United Market has sold gro-
ceries to people of the community
for many ytars. That have been
most successful is shown by their
elcie patronage. They have a
long list Of customers who have
never bought groceries Pnyw he r e
else. These patrons .know that
they will ,receive the best quali-
ties at all times. They .kitow that
their orders will be filled equally,
promptly and efficiently whether
they go to the grocery or telephone
their orders to the store.
The watchword here ei service.
The whole atmosphere is one of
and efficient
attention, that at once wins you to
the store. You'll find it not only
pleasant but profitable to buy
your groceries and supplies at
this store.
They know that for quality their
line of quality groceries and_can-
ned goods cannot be excelled.
You will _always find the select
and unusual at this reliable store.
We take great pleasure In this
business review in complimenting
the management of the United
Market upon their high class gro-
cery and their efficient and de-
pendable' service. We desire to
urge our readers if they are not
familiar with this grocery, to pay
them a visit.
THE FINEST BEERS-GOOD SANDWICHES
-OFFERED AT MAC'S PLACE IN MAYFIELD
Mazes Place one of Mayfield's
finest place of entertainment is
proving very. popular with the
pleasure seeking element in that
city as well as the surreunding
towns.
Mac's Place has been the re-
cipient of mush favorable adver-
tising from those whci have seen
and enjoyed it. The food wed re-
freshments offered the patrons
.of this rendevous of the light
hearted and gay can be compared
only to the best to be had in the
city of Paducah. Geed cooks are
eMployed That Your favorite 'sand-
wich will be prepared ,and served
as only, a' master of the culinary
arts can do
The nice thing about .Mac's Place
is that one needn't be afxsaid to
take omeneenoet cherished friend
there. The management, while it
likes to insure everyorien happi-
ness, will not tolerate offensive-
ness or vulgarity: The blues are
out at the Mac's Place but onedli
must behave, that's why it's theW
rousing success that it is.
The genial gentleman in claerge,
Mac McClain, overlooks nothing
in trying to please and amuse his
patrons. This writer, who has
tasted and enjoyed their fine beers
'as well as the food and refresh-
ments believes that the air of
conviviality and catnaraderie will,
make you feel as this writer felt,
that 'it is one of the finest places
in Kentucky to spend a happy
evening.
11SeRIMINATITC WOMEN SHOPPERS
CHOSE PAYNE'S STORE FOR DRYGOODS
Te be merely rendering an aver-
age service in an an, average estab-.
lishment is all well and good. But
to be able to give a service that
is just a little in advance of
others in an establishment that
has become a feature of the com-
mercial life of the community;
that is indeed something . w011
worth while. Anti that *e- just
exactly the case, with Payne's store
in Mayfield on the South side of
the square.
First they insist that their ser-
vice is dependable. You know that
you are going to get ealua re-
ceived and courteous treatment
when you trade herebecauee past
experience has taught you that
they lee personally interested in
you and, your trade. West, they
leave nothing undone in their ef-
fort to provide for you the very
best that can be had for the
money
Thus You are afforded the de-
pendability of trading with people
whom you know and who know
You and at the same time you
have your chhice from a very large
Stock and" areserved in the most
eiticient and modern manner.
These are some of the secrets of
success of this well known and
ever popular estatrlishinent These
are some of the reasons why the
experienced management finds that
trade increases each season. These
are but a few of the reasons that
we wish is this 'review to direct
the special attention of our read-
ers to Payne's store as one of the
essential factors in the life of the
community and as a place to buy
the best. merchandise of the day.
But what we particularly call our
readers attention to js the fact
that in trading here you deal with
people who are bete every day
and interested in you and your
welfare.





.Here is a' old and tried institu-
tion of this section which is- en-
joying a thriving business cover-
ing a wide territory.
When- --you sell to the Farmers
Feed and Produce Co. you can
always depend upon 'getting -the
highest market prices for your
ix:runny and eggs as they are
among the most favorably known
firms in this line- in Mayfield.
This company has always assist-
ed materially in the growth and
expansion of the city as a trade
center and have been partially
responsible foe the renewed ac-
tivity in. Seeming.- In this sectien.
Here the farmers t are assured' of
onest weights and measures for
products ,and they therefore con-
dOct business that is of high
commercial value to the public.
4
Remember that were the farmers
of this eomrnunity compelled to
ship their produce elsewhere they
would fall short of getting the
prices paid by the Farmers Feed.
and Produe Co.
lifter ',Ott deal with this firm
you can rest assured of getting
full weights and measures at the
very best market prices
They will be pleased at any time
to give you the latest market quo-
tations which you can be sure will
be correct.
..We are pleased to give thit up-
to-date produce house commend-
able mention in this review of
Mayfield 6r the benefit of pro-
ducers .in all adjoining coOnties.
We can assure our readers they
will in each and ever)' ease, gel
a square deal.
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Mayfield Industriarand Mercantile People
Find Business on the Upgrade
(Continued from Preceding Page)
SHELTON STOCKYARDS IN MAYFIELD
lEADQUARTERS FOR HORSES, MULES
Years ago the farmer was at a
disadvantage in marketing his live-
stock because of transportation
facilities and the difficulty of find
ing a ready market. As a conse-
quence stockyards were establish-
ed to aid the farmer in the market-
ing of his stock.
A modern stockyard such as this
concern always has a market
where they may gee the, highest
prices. At the Shelton Stockyards
in Mayfield yop will firm the horse
and mule headquartei for this part
of Kentucky. This is one of the
main parts of the business and is
carried extensively along with
the buying and selling of hogs,
cattle and sheep.
Clay Shelton conducts more than
an institution for his own city as
his activitieg extend for many
milei in all directions and the
buyer and seller alike know that
here they are given the fairest
treatment. They offer a most
complete service, having all the
room necessary to keep all stock
ntil it is sq.
The reputation of this how for
fair and above board methods, its
general usefulness as a meeting
place for the buyer and seller has
brought it an ever increasing
patronage from all over the sur-
rounding territory. People recog-
nize that this is by far the best
method to dispose of all kinds of
cattle, hogs, and sheep .and thus
its popularity is ever en the in-
crease.
In making this review we are
glad to compliment the Shelton
Stockyards upon the great service
they are rendering the people and
we suggest to people of Otis part
of the state to drop in and tali
with them the next time you are
in Mayfield and learn the ad-
vantages of their service.
Vanity Box Beauty Shoppe, Mayfield,
Enhances Naturpil Feminine Beauty
You not only feel at home in
this attrrenve- and refined- beauty
parlor, but the work done here is
so satisfactory that once you visit
the establishment, your return is
assured; you become a regular,
patron of the Vanity Box Beauty
Shoppe.
They are adept in all phases of
this work and cater to the dis-
criminating. those who desire the
best in the latest methods of beau-
ty culture. They keep. in touch
with all new developments in this
line and- you are assured of that
personal touch so necesary to suc-
cessful beauty operations.
After all beauty is contour. It
is symmetry that creates a pleas-
ant sensation in our minds when
we see things, that are lovely. The
management of this establishment
has made a close study of _types
and hair for so, long ,that they are
well able to advise in these Mat-
ters. -They realise that each 41.7
dividual type must be met in
dressing or bobbing hair.
They wave your hair as best
suits the contour of your face,
your type, and personality or give
you the style bob that fits. -
This shop is well skilled in the
proper giving of facials. If You
feel tired out or your face shows
signs of impurities or blemishes,
try having a few facials at this
shop. "When you leave the shop
you will look well and feel re-
freshed and young.
This up-to'date beriuty 'sleep is
a most valued asset to the com-
munity. Not many communities
can boast of such an exceptional
metropolitan, service and in this
review we wish to congratulate
Vanity Box Beauty Shoppe upon




,.of_ Hardin High. Schriol meL
.nesday afternoon and reorganized.
Miss Josephine 'Martin. who acted
as president so successfully last
year, was re-elected. Mrs. D. E.
Booker was elected vice-president
and Mrs. R. M. Gardner will agabi
serve as secretary. Mrs. Clyde
Youngblood will succeed herself
as treasurer.
"The P. T. A. proved !o be one
of the school's greatest ersets last
year and has eet its aim to ac-
complish , even greater things for
the coming school term. It was
hetiVe  ,all, lase_summes;_-tzireging
tent shows to Hardin. The first
thing they plan to do this year
is to piece 'a huill .and give it
away through some schenie which
Will be announced later. They are
also thinking of leading in the
sponsorship of a school fair.
Hardin High school plans to take
A Picture of
Your Home
At 2 P. M.
WEDNESDAY
• • •
Impossible to take now, but let us remind you that
every lour _minutes a dwelling burns somewhere in
the United States.
Take no chances. Insure YOUR home and
household gobds before fire destroys them.
ALL KINDS OF SURE INSURANCE
R. H. Falwell & Co.
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Negro Youth PlacedVariety Store struck uut *exit men and allovewa---*•
Offers Value
Nowhere else can there be found
a line or an- assortrtent that sur-
passes those shown by the F. W.
Woolworth Co. and few indeed,
features and at the values here
offered. The service distinguishes
this 'store above the others of the
ordinary kind in,, similar lines.
The great service that Wool-
worth's Store extends to the pub-
lic makes it a great _economic
value to the community and thus
they are rendering the public the
highest type of mercantile service.
The success of this modern mer-
chandising firm is due to two
outstanding features in the organ-
ization. First the strength of
their collective buying, second
the high order of the seeviee in
their stores. The F. W. Wool-
worth Co. is a recognized meet-
ing place for shoppers from all
The surrounding territory.
The enormous buying power of
Woolworth's and their ability to
secure mill output are out-seand-
ing features not lost sight of by
the people. They know that art
establishment of this character can
quote prices that the smaller shop
is unable to meet. The middle-
man's profits are deducted from
the cost to the public.
full advantage of the offer of
the Marshall County Club of Mur-
ray State College, which is that
all high' liEhool stu'deritt of Mar.
"Shall county will be admitted free
to all football games played on
the Thoroughbreds home soil.
The high school gave a ehapel,
program Thursday morning. -The
program was as follows:
Devotional Exercises, The Ifev.
Perry Cotham, of Murray.
"I'll String Along With You-
Glee Club.




"We'll Make Hay While the Sun
Shines", quartet composed of Anne
Lawrence, Evelyn Jones, Roy Gor-
don, and Dwight Pace.
Secret Ambitions of Outstanding
Students-Edd Kellow.
Preceding the program. Evelyn
Jones was .crowned "Miss Hardin
High School" in a very be
ceremony. Miss Jones, a titan-
haired five-foot four-inch bunch of
personality, was elected over
Hazel Lamb. Alile Katherine Dar-
-mitt --and- Anne-7Lawrenee. She
Was crowned with a dahlia arid
snow-on-the-mountain crown plac-
ed on her, brow by the maid-of-
honor. Hazel Lamb.
The Dramatic Club, under the
direction , of Miss Johnston, met
Monday morning and elected of-
ficers. Those elected were:
Joe Edd Cope, president; Edd
Kellow. vice-president; Edna Earle
Anderson, secretary.
The club will meet Friday morn-
ing and draw up a constitution
and decided on rules governing the
initiation of a new member.
The seniors have put in an or-
der for their invitations, diplomas,
and made their ring contract
permanent.
Hardin High School Blue Fogies
triumphaed over the Brewers High
School 8-4 in an exciting game
played on the Hardin field., With
two melt ottt ated'eehe'15ateri -Nide
ed in the last inning, Crosby
doubled to left scoring Jones and
Watkins Crosby also hi. a home,
TRAVEL BY BUS!
Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO-
Paducah: 8 A. M., 11 A. M.: 5 P. M.
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
7:30 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A. X; 5 P. M.
Paris: 7:45 A. 'M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Connections to St. Louis. Chicago,
Detroit, and Every where,
Terminal at span and MAIN
C. RAY LINES





Enjoy the distinction of this fine hotel at extremely Ion cost.
Single $1r Double $2.5° without Both
Single $ao- Double $3?- with Bath
 NEWLY OPENED -THE STABLES 
Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge. These rooms and
the famous RATHSKELLER ailconditiOned, always Xi
TEL SEELBACH
My Old Kentucltv Horne itw LOu;Soille.
games.
run with one on. Eddie Jon")
only four hits for • total of six Under Peace Bondhits garnered off him in two
PAW Negro youth em-
ployed on the "B. H. 'Hood farm
by Everett Raj, was placccl in /ail
Monday morninn on default of a
peace bond. Wells and Ray had
  trouble after Wells is alleged to
After --being absent two weeks, have run a disc over a plot of
I will come beck on the air again, tomatoes. The Negro is alleged to
have threatened Ray followIng theMrs. Jim Black spent the week
trouble ill which Ray struck Wellsend with her sister, Mrs. Sits Mar-
tin of Hardin.
Gunter's Flat t
The Rev. and Mrs. Rob Nesbitt
of Midway, left Tuesday for Combo,
Texas, for the benefit Of his health.
Barber Edwards of Kirksey, a
well known singer of the county,
sung at this place 'Friday night
Not only Mr. Edwards came, but
he brought his quartet born Kirk-
soy with him. The prograte was
enjoyed by a large audience. He
taught a school at this place in
July which was a greit help to
this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Overbey of
Murray spent a few days the guests
of the formers grand parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Wells and his aunt.
Mrs. Joe Brandon, and uncle, 'Ed-
gar Wells, and family.
We are glad to know that Mrs.
Claud Luter has returned to her
home much improned after a re-
cent operation at the Keys-Houston
Clinic-Hospital.
Miss Beuthal Michaux of St.
Louis is spending a few days as
the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.' Alton Michaux.
with a piece of iron and inflicted
a wound on the head.





Hazel Adams and Husband, Earl
Adams; N. L. Cole who sues as
next friend of Crystal Scott. an
infant over fourteen years old,






By virtue of a judgment and
order of- sale of the Calloway Cir-
pull cpurt, rendered at .the August
term thereof, 1934, in the above
cause for the purpose of division
of property and costs _herein ex-
_Italt, -Atop" And thl.0 tIgit_ibapended, I shall proceed. to offer
Calloway County Singing Con- I
_.„ 
for sale at the court .house door
ventiori that will be held at this in Murray. Kentucky, to the high-
place is just a short while off,- est bidder at public auctien. on
beginning 'on Friday. Octoberes5, Monday, the 24th cliv of Septem-
at 1 o'clock P. M. and continue ben, 1934, at 1 o'clock or. there-
through Saturday. Now, let each about (same being county court
and every one do his part and let day), upon a credit of six months,
us make it a perfect success: - the following described property,
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes had being andelying in Calloway Coun-
as their guests Sunday, Mrs. Juse ty, Kentucky, toevit:
tice Ellis of Cunningham, Mrs. A part of the West.- half of the
Bub Doran, Murray, Mrs. Dennis S. E. Qr. of Sec. 8, T. 2. - -R 3
Boyd and Mrs. Alice Ellis. . East, better known ae. twenty -4211).
Mr. and Mrs-. Frank MOM- of acres of land, being an or that part
Sedalia were guests Sunday of the of land deeded to M. L. Chunn by
latter's son, Mr. JIM Adams; MTS. T. M. Prince, all that land that
Adams and family. -"Rose Bud". 'lies South of the Murray and
ne ride
WilAT you beef and what e ou readabout a car should be considered before
you buy—but one ride is worth a thousand
words. Out on the road you get nothing but
facts. The best place to test Chevrolet.-
Knee-Action is a suet& of bumpy road,
where you eau see for yourself what a big
- fference Knee-Antion makes in riding cow-
'fort. Chevrolet welcomes this fair and thor-
oughtestbecauseirwillacquaint you not only
with the fase-Aetion ride, but with all ,the
other twenties that Chevrolet owners like—
the smooth, economical, vafro-in.hea d engine
I Mayfield road, containing twenty(20) acres, more or less. Also 1
acre of land out of same Qr. Sec.
and T. and X. described as begin-
ning at the N. E. corner of the
a'5öve 2U -11ENIW-1lifid in the Mid-
dle of the Murray and Mayfield
road; thence S. fourteen (14) rds.;
thence in an Eastern Direction
eleven and one-half OW rds.;
thence N. fourteen (14) rcireedesencer
W. eleven - arid one-half (ll%)
rds. to 'beginning, econteining 1
acre. Also a pert of the4117. half
of the S. E. Qr., Sec. 8, T. 2, R. 3
East, that part of land deeded 'to
M. L. Chunn by T. M. Prince Sept
20th, 1888, and lies S. of Murray
and Mayfield road and within the
following boundary. to-wit: Begin-
ning at a road at the N. W. Cor.
of the O.acre tract above named;
thence S.'7- sixteen (1,8) eeds to a
stake; thence East thirty-three
(33)serods to a stake; thence N.
eight 78) rods to the middle of
Murray and Mayfield Road; thence
W. with said road to begioning,
containing two, and seventy-sixth
(2 78-100) acres, and being all of
that part of land deeded to T. C.
Nis by T. J. Wright. Being the
same land by which the decedent
derived title from S. E. Hainline
and wife. Ola Hainline, by deed
dated October 24. 1018, recorded in
Deed Book 47,. page 97, County
Clerk's office of Calloway County,
Kentucky.
EXCEPT the following strip of
land: Being' a Pa-ef. Of See. 11. T.
2, R. 3 East and described ,as. be-
ginning at -a point where the south
edge of the Murray and Mayfield
intersects 'with the'
the Brown's 'Grove and Coldwater
road for a beginning point; thence
South with the East edge of the
THE. COMFORT OF AN OLD
SHOE, WITH THE APPEABANCE
OF BRAND NEW-AND WE DYE




Opposite Ledger & Times Office
Brown's Grove and Coldwater road.
two hundred and seventy (2711)
feet to a rock: .thence Mast two
hundred and nineteen law feet;
thence North two hundred and
seventy (270C -feet iO the SOWN
edge of the Murray and Mayfield
road; thence west with the South
edge of the Murray and Mayfield interest from the day at une
road two hundred.' and nineteen til paid, and having the' forge -and'
(219) feet to the beginning car- effect of a judgment Biddles will
flee, containing about one and one- be prepared to comply preppptly
third (.1 1-3) acres, as shown by with these terms.-Georgeeit Kart
deed of date December 7, 1932, Master Commissioner.
from Hazel Adams and others to
L. H. Pogue sad others, Trusiees,
recorded in Deed Hoek 59. -Rage
111, Calloway County Court C:Icfro.
office.
Ter the welt** price the pure--
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bass4nt Y441
Fall Is an Unsurpassed




"But the cold November rain, calls not from out the
gloomy earth the loved ones again."-Bryant.
Don't let another dreary winter pass 'without a
fitting monument to a loved one in eternal sleep.
Memorials set at this season of the year find ex-
ookleitte-thrttletiotrs and will set evenly.
You will find exactly what you wish in .our wide
thoices of beet Georgia Marble and Granite, and a











that gives you more speed than you will ever
care to use; the positive, eabk-ociatrolied
brakes that are safe and reliahle in any
weather; the handsome finish and the roma.,
nessofbodiesbyFisher,and the eddied watts%
of Fisher Ventilation. For your owpsatisfiez
tion, go to your nearest Chevrolet deeletedi
make the Ownership Test'hy driving siAtieol
Action Chevrolet as you ymirki drivers:0
own car. Chevrolet is satisfied to let/ea-and
the ride decide which earls the beat fat 70,461




























keen minded a:alloy:ay and
u  aubareo ert5.Weirsa
ed over to the land of
'in 'Comity. Tenn.: last 'Sat-
and saw how some of the
dark fired grewere in the
cure their crops. Cheatharn
is jult this. side of Nish-
. Tetut The tared "is cut by
ilesiay deep. little valleys. that are
. Made By streams flowing into the
- Vtunberland River. , The soil is
reeky, well drained and very fav-




Bees easable of hear after
hoar reading strength is neces-
sary for the best of eork. Often
only reading elasses needed.
onse iii todav.






The first farm visited was that
of Sam Brinkiey's. Mr Brinkley's
--Wan ihiesia-inaltihallaera its-
th*y call the littei yenta's_ AU the
barns are in these valleys for the
growers say that they are protect-
ed from the North wind and are
damper, ,than . if pn the hal. On
the way down to the barn many
of the group remarked at the fine
tobacco and grass growing on the
steep slopes and at the narrow,
base terraces. If Mr. Brinkley
had not silo-en a thing about -cur-
mg. it would have been v•orth the
tap to have seen how he takes
ire of his steep hill sides with
...Teresa grass. and -manure. He
as so built up theirefetrillity that
e'lassonow worrying because his
oacco grows too large.
11 describing his curine. meth-
Mr. Brinkley said;
-I fire slowly until the leaf
asterrectatinnt tike to raise the
eme-rature to about 1.00-1.10_ and
sre the Stern from .a half to one-
- tarsi ,up the leaf. After which I
lower my fires and allner the stem
to cure rest of the wa'y slowly.
I believe this helps to keep the
leaf soft during the anishinit
period."
The next fame was that of G.
C. Hinkley who was curing two
barns. Mr Binkley uses a 'rota-
tion of tobacco. wheat hnd red
cloy& with the second crop turn-
ed under. He drills sno pounds
per - -11Pciffe- --4140.8— -Mixture -
meal, phosphate. chicken manure,
and sulfate of amonia. Most men
in Cheatham eounty-ebelieve tha
bone meal gives the tobacco, grea
er smoothness. _
The men were interested 'in the
• arnidigraph, a -machine' for re-
ading the moisture in the barn
:erough the. day. This-- machine
• farasbed to a cooperating grow-
by the University of Tennessee.
Mr. Jackson. another grower.




Your Water and Elettric Account
\ is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF-THIS-MONTH:
Services Will be DISCONTIN-
UED AFTER 45th if not paid.
Please arrange to pay your ac-
count at the office and save em-
harassment, as no money will be
accepted elsewhere.
KENTuaar=..-TENNE&SEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO.




Just 4 blocks from
Grant Park which is








DRIVE YOUR CAR RIGHT
INTO HOTEL SHERMAN
• 7..2"..7.7„=.t..H4 •
THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, 'KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 13, ‘8311 — — _
after the plants reach good ere.
The Cheatham county tobacco as
a whole has finer fibres than does
our -tobacco.
The delapiclated old powder mill
on Sycamore .gteek was very
interesting. The mill was operat-
ed years before the Civil _War
but has now fallen into decay;
the iron fame is rustifig, and the
machinery is scattered over, the
woods. .HoWever, /se water still
pours over the old stone darn with
that reetlesa energy that till turn
-the - gigenitle turbine at Aurora.
The trip' was spohsored by the
county agriculture teachers: T. C.
Arnett, J. ,H. Walston. S. E. Wrath-
er. Jack Kelley. Ralph Jones .and
Keith Venable.
Graves county war represented
by agricuture teachers Ed "N.
Dowell. Lawson Alexander. J D.
Wade. Alex Redden, Armond
Howard. L. C. Griffith. and As-
sistant County Agent Holmes Ellis.
Calloway growers who made the
trip were:
n Geurin. Clarence Dyer, Fred
Collie, Milton Walston. Bryan Mur-
doekasAllen Rogers. Groves' Maier,
4.. B. Fergusion, Bob Montgomery,
Otto Townsend, Frank Ellis. Quint
Wilson, Vernon Young. R. B. Boyd,
011ie SMotherman. E H. James.
Rex Brown, S. F. Hargis, Bill
Wrathea J. H. Henley. Carlis
Jones, C E. Erwin, H C. Futrell,
J. M. Stamps. M. H. Hill,. C. J.
Williams, J. C Stamps, N. B.
Parker. Malcom Harrison. Herman
Montgomery. and Hardie Rogers.
9tto Swann and qthers.
Next Sunday. September 16. the
'Church of Christ at Antioch will
hold "all day" services in honor
of their new church building
which will be dedicakerl at that
time. Besides la H. Pogae. pas-
tor, several other preachers are
expected to be there. A great
concourse of people will assemble
at' Antioch near Brown's Grove at
this date.







Hub Burton. Mamie Burton. Laur-
ine Burton, Albertine Burton
McCord., and Hushand 
McCord, Vertrice Savage Leake,
Ike Leake. Jack Savage Hell.
Annie Mae Savage: Awee Savage,'
S. P. Savage, -HerSert Nigh.
Savage, Fred Dozier Savage, R.
T. Cathey. _
Defendants.
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir-
cuit Court. rendered at the August
terea  thereof. 1934, al the above
cause for the purpose of 'division
of property and payment of costs
herein expended. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the court house
door in Murray, Kentucky. to the
highest. bidder at 
osiaatonstaea ahreaaantaday-
tember. 1934; at 1 o'clock er there-
about ,same being county court
day). upon a credit of six months,
the following described property.
being and lying in Calloway Coun-
ty. Kentucky. town.: •
The East half of Lot No. 3, the
whole lot being 110 feet east and
West and 150 feet North and
South and designated as the W. T
Walker Place. being in East Mur-
ray and North of Main Cress St.
tded in -Deed- SOok. 40. page
OIL -Calloway County . Clerk's
'Office." .
For the purchase price the put'-
clearer must execute bond . with
approved- 'securities, bearing. legal
interest .from the day of sale "ain-
LB paid, and having the .force and
effect of a judgment. Sidi:left'
will be prepared to comply prom-
ptly with these terms.—George S.
Hart. Master Cornrr. ! ,F 1 f 1 r •
'Pinies of A B Cociu'anaa Trite
sod niece and others of Chickasha.
Okla.. were visitors in Murray.
Mrs Cochran wag befbie fi'er mar-
riage ea Miss I.ynn. Mr. Cochran
was reared up near Coldwater.
Mrs Elsie Ward has . returned
bons. from -Paducah where she
Meea two months visit with her
grand. parents. Mr. 'and Mrs. Fran-
cis pop,. .
Preacher Arnett will be at the
"quilting" at - Mrs. Bert Baraell's
September It That's Charley's
ilist liTifhday. "But then' is his
byword.
Hurley Hale and Ervan Forrest
have the only sorghuni patches
I've seen that's worth a hooter
Price of molasses will be high-er
Within 24 hours Mrs. Hobe Mor-
gan lost about 24 chickens. They
had symptoms of being poisoned.
The family dog liked to have
died.
Henry Andrews had a log barn
raising on his Etazzelli farm.. He
invited 23 hands counting old
Eagle". Charley Thurmond also
liUt a he* 4arri.- The logs were
21x33 'feet in length. "Made -raii
think of good _old days before my
hair turned gray." -
Lee Brooks. has a cheap, new
hat. I have a costly 'old ill) het
By mistake i?) at meetire I




Dr. L. Colley 4.an4 another man
of Farmington passed through
here last week—their' auto got out
of fix at Gupton's store ' tStella).
I asked what was the matter? The
'doctor said. "Oh, nothing much,
just old age and general debility.-
-"Eagle"








Algie Tidwell. et al.
Defendant
By virtue of a judgment and-
order.of -sale of the Calloway Cir-
cuit .Court. rendered at the August
term thereof, 1934, in the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of debt and costs herein expended,
I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the court house door in Murray,
Kentucky. to the highest bidder at
public "auction. on Monday. the
24thsdaa of September. -1334.
o'clock or thereabout same being
county court, day I. upon a credit
f six months, the following de-
scribed property, being and lying
in Calloway County. Kentucky,
towit. , .
The South half of the Southwest
hilf of the Northwest Q. S. 18.
T. 2. R. 3: E. containing forty 1401
acres more or less being the land
deeded to _L. E. Adams by V. S.
Cobb and wife. September 30,
1910, The said W. G. Lamb's deed
was'obtained from L. E. and S. E.
Adams 'November 18. 1910 and is
recorded in Deed Book 35. Page
weir
For the purchase price the mita
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities. bearing legal
interest from the day of sale un-
til,. paid. and having the force and
effect of a judgment Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly





When yew baby roses about, cries in
par and amass i4se *thy not pet at the
NleGstes Site Midas It ikauttal-
awe indligoatkoo acid. en& gas wasps sad
collie pekesadNess helps dean become
cheerful s. They sleep beer e. McGee'.
1611T EIi is mode of the pianist medicinal
asatracia and error. It canoes ha.... Yeats
of ow his proton that. &owl* directiotts
all essaly hens to use it_ Tastes geed. Q..,
terse! preemptly. Too sizes: 33c, 60c. WO
Holland-Hart Drug Co., Duvall
Drug Company.
YOU COULDN'T TREAT
CHILDREN ITO A BETTER
FOOD THAN
Goldbloom no; only keeps them refreshed but it
furnishes the 'nourishment and energy children
need.
Make it a regular habit to stop by a Goldbloom
dealer's on your way home in the evening and
purchase a carton for the family. All the Fresh
Fruits are to be had in Goldbloom ice cream.
Tenth and Monroe Paducah, K
•
• •••
Hazel F. F. A.
Notes
By admond Cheiry
...;itrnaisiac of Farm Preen**
Education has become al:ogoher
too formal according to Dewey.
Most people think that education
must take place in the school-
room. but real learmng can take
place in their natural 
settings.such as faim practice off rs.
Farm practice is for the pur-
pose of teaching Future Farmers
to become better farmers. It is
humaii nature for people to work
toward goals. It is neeesary to
have goals in farm practice. For
this reason we have set up the fol-
lowing standards fur the Hazel
Future Farmers:
Man Hours in Program. 300, Two
or more Projects per Boy. Labor
Income, $100.00.
Production standard for each
enterprise:
• Tobacco 100 lbs. per 'acre I. scope,
401 acre: (11,135 -bushels per acre),
scope .2 acres; strawberries .120
crates pee acre). scope, half an
anee: wheat 115 bushels per acre),
scope, 3 ecres: sweet potatoes, 025
bushels per acre), scope. half an
acre: hens i140 eggs per hen),
scope, 25 hens: broilers 12se lbs in
ten weeks), scope. 100 hens; capons
1 8 lbs. in 9 months), scope, 20:,
hogs 1 6 months' for 200 lb. hog),
scope, sow. 2 litters: dairy cow
16500 lbs. milk and 300 lbs fat),
scope,. 1 cow; sheep 1 10A lb. Iamb
per .eafe by J_Wt,e_ 10). scope, 5
These Menem-ills were taken from
the state and county averages and
also the averages of the best farm-
ers of this community.
Culling the Laying Flock
Laying flocks should be culled
thoroughly at - least once during
the surniner or early fall. The ob-
ject of culling at this time of the
year is to remove the poorest lay-
ers and to select the best for breed-
ing. purposesthe next year. The
method of bandies birds with
cheap celluloid bands, can be taken
advantage of- at this time.
The banding of the birds ac-
cording to their previous produc-
tion as well as the number of
times they have gone broody, will
assist one to pick out the poorest
layers Very readily and, at the
same time, to select the best lay-
ers. In addition, there are cer-
tain other thiqgs that should be
taken into consideration when the
laying flocks are culled.
Culling should be done very
thoroughly in order that no un-
desirable specimens shall be left
in the flock. Health and body
vigor are of great e importance
and should be examined individ-
ually both in respect to external
appearances and from the stand-
point of the color and quality of
the flesh. Wheri the bird 'in in.
good laying condition the combs
and wattles are natutally bright
red. Good layers have combs
that are waxy in texture, whereas
poor layers may have very fine
or very coarse combs.
In normally yellow•shanked
birds the beak and shank of poor
layers eaasafalayers that are,takpg
tdria 'lr' B1TIy brighh ye -
low. whereas, the beak and shanks
of heavy layers are usually pale
yellow or white. The pelvic bones
of a good layer are usually thin
and felxible and when the hen is
in laying condition they are wide
apart. , •In the poor layer they
are frequently thick and rigid,
- - -
and when the hen;-tr-not in lay-.- -
mg condition they are close to-
gether.
The handling quality of the
layer is also an important point
in culling, and that of the skin
*ryes as a very good_ indication
of the laying ability. In a good
layer the back Is usually wide, of
good length and the skin over
the body is soft, pliable, and pf
good texture. In a poor layer the.
back is narrow and may be eithere
short or long but frequently likes
depth and the flesh over the body
is usually thick, coarse, ane lack-
ing in fineness of textore. .
One other important feature that
should be kept in mind in culling,
is to note the time of the molt
Poor layers usually molt earlier
than good ones_ Poor" layers may
begin - molting as early as July,
whereas heavy layers generally
do not commence to molt before
September or October. These fac-
tors should be kept in mind when
culling the laying flock.
-angling is an important feature
in the management tif the farm
flock because if done early enough
it will save . considerable , cost in.
feeding the birds and at the same
time spread. the marketing. of the
surplus hens over a longer period
than if the culled hens were all
marketed late in the falL An-
other distinct advantage of cull-
ing is the material improvement




By Wm. H. Martin. Jr.
The Cubs, champions of the
juniors in the Second District,
were victorious over Madison-
ville, last Saturday afternoon.
Madisonville is winner of the vet-
eran camps and a series is being
played between this team and the
Cubs to determine the highest
team in the district This match
was about to be one of the tightest
in which the Cubs have engaged
this seven. With comparatively
few errors on each Fide and both
Cunningham of the Cubs and Arn-
old of the vets pitching "air tight
ball" it seemed to be "anybody's"
game • until the seventh and last
inning. With Neal and Williams
on base, Fleming made a clean
hit which allowed the three to
Thousands of Women
.. Benefited By Cardui
The benefits many womenobtain.
thin! rdui give them great con-
fidence in It.,. "I have four chil-
dren" writes Mrs. J. L Norred. of
Lagrange. Ga. 'Before the birth
Of my children. I was weak, ner-
vous and tired. I had a lot of
trouble with my back. I took Car-
din each time and found it so help-
ful Cardui did more to allay the
nausea at these times than any-
thing I hare e'er used, I am in Tea,
good health and belle.. Oudot end a lot
of It" .. Thousands of Weelala tostITY
Went bottaftted them. If it apse set
beau St YOU. consult a physician.
Radio & Refrigerator
Service















We defy any home to remain dull and listless af-
ter we've given it our rejuvenation. Bright new
paint colors and smart, modern wall papers will
make any home brilliant and inviting. It's time to
re-decorate . :. time to add new life anti looks to
homes . . . do it early while costs are extremely
low. Ask us for re-decorating estimates.
ATTENTION STUDENTS—We have hest grade students' card-board, 28x44 inches, all colors, 25c per sheet. We have all oilcolors in 10e tubes and flake white.
Murray Paint & Wallpaper CO.
PHONE 323 NORTH 4th STREET
4s. ..„,,24 •
^
score. The Vets were denied
runs in the seventh when Fleming,
after fighting his way through a
dense side line, made one of the
most spectacular catches of the
season.
Neal peered -*ice with two-htts-
and Williams once with three hits.
Fleming and Ray made two hits,
Fleming scoring. Cooper made
three hits for ilia Vets while Car-
ter made one hit and the only run
for his team.
One of the largest crowds dur-
ing the past few months turned
out last Sunday morning for morn-
ing worship. These services were
in charge of the Rev. K B. Mot-
ley of the First Christian Church,
whose message was attentively
and enthusiastically received by
imernisers of the camp. A party of
eight attended Cathotic Mass at
Mayfield.
Ex-sargeant Major Leinuird of
the Canadian Army delivered a
short talk to the men of Camp
Murray a few nights ago. Ser-
geant Leonard was playing profes-
sional baseball at Toronto at the
outbreak of the • war and Ilitlisted
in the Canadian Army. He was
with the first contingent front the
dominion to see service in France
where he was wounded in action.
Much Interest is being shown
by enrollees in the teaching pro-
gram which will start rext . Mon-
day under the auspices of 'he F.
E. R. A. This will supplement
the educational program already
in effect in the camp. About 30
men have made application to en-
roll in these classes which will
meet at the Murray High School
building. Typing is the most pop-
ular course while enrollees have
applied to take penmanship, short-
hand, cdtrunercial arithmetic, com-
mercial law and business English
Classes in First' Aid under the
supervision of Lieutenant Blemker,
eamp surgeon, have been started.
The CCC safety director bar cruised
this course te be inaugurated in
all camps as a part of the new
safety program. The- course is a
very comprehensive one prescrib-
ed by the American Red Cross.
Instructors have voluntered from
the ranks of the foremen, leaders,
and assistant leaders and the class-
es are small in order that each




Paris, Tennessee team will con-
fer thrid degree at Murray Lodge
No. 106 Monday evening, Septem-
ber 17. All Masons urged to at-
tend.
Urban G. Starks, Master
W Z. Carter, Sec'y.
YOUR NERVES, CAR AND
POCKETBOOK — VOTE FOR
CONCRETE
When you drive on Concrete
you relax. It's smooth—
clean—quiet---safe. You tray:: I
swiftly—easily—securely.
Smashing rattles and bangs ot
rougher roadways are absent.
Your car rolls on without
- wrack or strain or destructive
shocks. Visibility is better.
You stop quicker—without
skidding—even in the rain.
Send this coupon for • book-
let which proves that it is
cheaper to drive on *accrete.
PORTLAND CIMINT ASSOCIATION





TO THE COLLEGE MEN . . .
To the new-comers and the old-corners, we
give you a sincere and hearty welcome. We hope
we can serve you in our line. We feel sure that
visit will bring you here again. We carry
the-lines that college men like. Put us to any,
test you like.
Suits and Topcoats
THE LAST WORD IN VALUE
FOR FALL
We can't enthuse too much about these values.
By every standard they are exceptional in as fine
an array as you'll see anywhere.
Suits are in the single and double-breasted mod-
els and the popular drape—in the new fall searn
son's most wanted designs.
ACCESSORIES . . .
Inspect our complete display of accessories forthe well-dressed man's fall wardrobe. Unusualvalues in Wil801) Bros. Shirts, Underwear and Hos-iery, Walk Over Shoes, Stetson and Portis Hats,
i
t Faultless No-Belt Pajamas.
Graham 81 Jackson
The Store for Men ,
• .
. 
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